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Chapter One: Introduction 
 The purpose of field trips is to engage students in hands on or real world learning 
opportunities. Science fairs and field trips are two examples of how students can experience out 
of classroom activities. Through these activities, students may understand or practice an aspect of 
a topic as experienced in the real world, outside of the school setting (Tal, et. al., 2014); 
exploring skills and physical beings, having discussions with historians or scientists, and 
synthesizing or analyzing information (Rohlf, 2015). Especially in science, new technology and 
knowledge is ever changing. Field trips allow students to practice or use technology that many 
schools or organizations are unable to purchase for student use.  
 Many students’ families cannot provide or support students’ learning by taking them to 
outside learning events or activities  (DeSouza, 2016). Through expeditionary learning, or field 
trips, that are available to students in school or through after school programs, all students are 
able to experience how individuals of all races and backgrounds can work together to form a 
successful scientific environment. 
 By having students attend field trips, they not only are learning about science, but are 
practicing other life skills such as communication  (Bozdogan, 2012). Students not only need to 
communicate with each other during tasks or about observations, but often need to communicate 
teachers or research guides. Communication skills are essential for all students whether they 
enter the science field after the completion of high school or not. Furthermore, field trips allow 
students to pursue areas of interest and may influence their entrance into the STEM field post-
high school  (Schmidt & Kelter, 2017). 
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 Field trips allow students to experience aspects of learning that are not able to be 
practiced in the classroom setting (Rohlf, 2015). Although all of the aforementioned are 
beneficial for students and their learning, field trips are often still questioned for their integrity. 
Learning, balanced with fun, is the basis of the concern; do students actually learn on field trips 
or does the fun atmosphere overtake student learning? 
!
Chapter Two: Literature Review 
More than School Learning 
 When students participate in field trips, they learn much more than just educational 
content. If field trips have well rounded designs, all students can grow and learn from them as 
individuals. Field trips allow students to experience real world scenarios where educational 
content is intertwined with people and places. Through interactions with these individuals, 
students are able to learn more about the world, communication, and social norms (Tal et al., 
2014). 
 In a study performed by Adedokun et al. (2015), students participated in a virtual field 
trip where they interacted with local scientists. Although students learned content from the 
scientists, they also learned about the scientists as individuals. Prior to the virtual field trip, 
students were surveyed about their initial thoughts on scientists. The results of the surveys 
identified that students believed stereotypes that scientists were “nerdy” or “uncool”. After the 
virtual field trip, students in all age groups studied had significantly less stereotypes of scientists. 
Scientists is a very broad term that covers a great amount of occupations. Generally, stereotypes 
are negative, including: scientist’s jobs are boring, scientists are nerdy, etc. Reducing stereotypes 
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for these careers is very important when suggesting and encouraging children to go into the 
STEM field after high school. The more relatable scientists are as individuals to students, the 
more likely students are to be interested in the field as a future. 
 In a study performed by Bell et al. (2011), students from urban schools participated in a 
four day expedition field trip to a secluded rural area. Each day was filled with different activities 
and learning projects; to increase student understanding of the global world. For example, an 
activity called Bafa Bafa where students need two “different cultures” to communicate and 
interact through specific speculations tested students’ communication skills. The final assessment 
on the expedition was a scavenger hunt, where students explored the surrounding rural 
community; one very unlike their own. The major findings in the research were that students not 
only learned content from the expedition, but many returned as leaders or started their own 
leadership roles in their local schools or communities. The expedition program also taught 
students to live in a global community, where many applied and were accepted to post-secondary 
schools; a feat fairly uncommon from the urban areas these students came from. 
 In addition to these studies, field trips offer experiences to low-socioeconomic students 
who may otherwise never have a chance to experience  (Bell et al., 2011).  Students from low-
socioeconomic backgrounds come from families who do not have the resources to send their 
children to visit learning centers or participate in these activities. Even if a family did save thei 
resources and finally have the financial ability to send their child to a educational location, often 
they do not have the means to get them there. If it weren’t for classrooms or after school 
programs providing field trip opportunities, many low-socioeconomic students would never have 
the chance to attend.  
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 Parents having positive attitudes and supporting their children on participating in 
educational field trips has a direct relationship with student motivation (Knapp et al., 2016). It 
has been proven the more supportive a parent is about successfully completing school work, the 
higher student motivation is. Parents providing support through assisting on field trips and 
offering themselves as chaperones is one way that parents can show their support and high 
expectations of students. If a student understands and strives to reach their parent’s goals in 
school and life, they are more likely to be successful. High school graduation rates and 
postsecondary attendance are two factors that parental aspirations correlate to (Ross, 2016). As 
indicated for all educators, expectations should be high so that all students are able to reach their 
maximum potential. If parents do not have high expectations and aspirations for their children, 
these children will not have anything to work towards (Ross, 2016). Having high aspirations and 
supporting students, in education or by attending field trips with them, allow students to have 
higher aspirations for themselves, which may lead to more successful careers and lives. 
 The previous studies suggest that students from all backgrounds and all learning levels 
can experience success outside the classroom; field trips providing a platform to do so. All 
students are able to explore and practice basic skills such as communication which are necessary 
in their future lives while attending field trips. Basic skills may not necessarily help students 
directly with content teachers wish for them to learn, but will help them in all classes for the rest 
of their learning and professional careers. (Bell et. al., 2011). 
Educational Value 
 In the educational environment today, schools are constantly promoting increases in 
reading and mathematics; as those are the most recent demands of society and the Common Core 
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standards. By matching these demands, schools have had to allocate resources in different areas 
and cut some all together  (Greene et al., 2014). Field trips are commonly included in the areas 
schools cut from their budgets. The amount of students partaking in field trips has significantly 
decreased in recent years, almost eliminating non-classroom education. Many areas of learning 
can be concluded to be limited in the classroom, as students may not be exposed to content 
outside the state or national mandated curriculum. It has been suggested that field trips not only 
increase learning in students, but may increase critical thinking, as well as expose students to 
activities and phenomena that they may not otherwise ever be able to experience. 
 The major findings of research performed by Benton (2013), is that a majority of students 
who participate on field trips describe words associated with play and exploration as their 
favorite parts of the experience. As described in previous studies, there is a link between play and 
intrinsic motivation. The study by Benton (2013) suggests that since students supplied these 
terms as their favorite aspects of field trips, students had increased intrinsic motivation while on 
them. An increased intrinsic motivation in students correlates with increased learning. Field trips 
are often described as one of the lessons that students will remember most throughout their lives 
(Kenna & Russell, 2015). In the consideration of this statement, it can be concluded that field 
trips increase retention rates of presented information compared to traditional classroom 
learning. Field trips are also known to increase knowledge in inquiry skills. The high pressures 
and demands of testing, and having test scores tied back to teacher evaluations, creates fear that 
test prep is the only practice classrooms have time for. Alternatively, students increase 
knowledge and retention of information more by participating in real world scenarios that field 
trips provide. 
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 In a study performed by Greene et. al. (2014), eighth grade students took a trip to a local 
art museum and completed surveys, as well as essays, to measure student learning, critical 
thinking, and engagement. The results of the surveys indicated that students learned and retained 
a significant amount of information from the field trip. From the essays collected, students were 
proven to have significantly higher critical thinking skills when partaking on the field trip 
compared to in the classroom. The field trip environment, as well as guides or chaperones, may 
suggest or show students how to think in new and creative ways about the topic they are 
exploring. Critical thinking is a high level skill that will benefit students both in their current 
schooling situation as well as in their future endeavors. Field trips engage students through 
exposing them to new and exciting aspects of content they may not otherwise be exposed to. 
Workers on field trips are very often excited about their jobs and the topics they speak about. 
Students pick up on that excitement and become excited themselves. Engagement alone has been 
attributed to increasing student learning. All the aforementioned topics promote the involvement 
of students and classes to attend field trips outside the traditional classroom environment. 
 The implementation of field trips not only supports student learning and retention, but 
ultimately will assist them in understanding and participating in Common Core Standards. Field 
trips provide a platform for student learning and inquiry activities; both of which support 
Common Core standards they are to be learning and ultimately will be tested on (Kenna & 
Russell, 2015). Students who attend field trips and understand the processes which occur 
throughout them are also more prepared for future learning. Often, field trips introduce new 
information or techniques to students. For example, a field trip to a laboratory may introduce 
students to gel electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis is a skill often discussed about in the high 
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school classroom, but not completed until college. By having students prepared and able to 
perform this activity in high school, students will be more prepared and proficient in the skill by 
the time they attend college. The more prepared students are for college, the more successful 
students will be. 
Inquiry Experiences on Field Trips 
 In order for students to become proficient in the STEM field, educators need to begin 
exposing them to inquiry and design young (Abbas, 2017). Common Core and Next Generation 
Science Standards have implemented many new inquiry standards; content that is also tied to 
high stakes testing (Kenna & Russell, 2015). Many STEM schools have been created throughout 
the past decade to increase the number of students interested and proficient in the STEM field 
and to better follow these new inquiry standards (Abbas, 2017). By preparing students in inquiry 
during their younger years, students are more ready for upper level education and therefor will be 
more proficient by the time they enter professional industry. Inquiry and design are two of the 
most substantial areas students need to become proficient in, as these are most like real world 
scenarios. Field trips can promote and incorporate inquiry, if designed to do so. 
 In a study performed by Abbas (2017), students from a STEM school were assigned an 
inquiry design project about nanotechnology. Many of the newest areas of interest in STEM are 
included in nanotechnology. As the world’s technology becomes more sophisticated, areas that 
individuals are able to study are becoming smaller and smaller. Although nanotechnology areas 
are microscopic, they have large effects on society. The students in the study were required to 
design a visual test to measure an object nanometers in size, as well as create a portfolio of their 
results. Both the design and physical production of their results are real world practices that will 
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carry through with these students to careers in the STEM field. At the conclusion of the study, 
Abbas (2017) was able to determine that having students design their own study, as well as 
produce a product that allows students to present their findings, was effective in implementing 
learning independence in this group of students. After the activity, Abbas (2017) was able to 
measure student growth towards independence.  Abbas (2017) concluded that the group of 
students in the study were more prepared for higher level education compared to their peers 
learning in the traditional teacher centered model. 
 It has been suggested that gifted students also greatly benefit from an inquiry design 
model (Horak & Galuzzo, 2017). Problem based learning (PBL)  is one inquiry model that has 
been proven to increase gifted student attention rates, while promote learning. In a study 
performed by Horak & Galuzzo (2017), two groups of gifted students were taught lessons on 
identical content standards. One group of gifted students was taught using a PBL approach while 
the other group was taught using a teacher centered approach. The group of students who were 
interacted with through PBL performed at a higher level in the categories of attention rates and 
final grades. One key area that promotes gifted student learning in the PBL model is the fact that 
students are able to work at their own pace and perform more individually. Many classes learn at 
rates slower than what gifted students are able to. The lag in time is potentially what decreases 
gifted students’ attention rates and interest from the lesson. By using the PBL approach, gifted 
students are more interested in the lesson and ultimately stay focused longer.!
 In a study performed by Skoda et al. (2016), three out of four learning styles from the 
Honey and Mumford’s Learning Styles Scale benefitted from inquiry based science education 
(IBSE). The benefits of determining student’s learning styles at the beginning of a year include 
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determining the type of instruction which will best suit them. By determining students’ learning 
styles, educators can better change and alter their teaching methods and activities to better suit 
the students in their classroom. The more designed an education is around students, the more 
likely those students are to reach their maximum potential and score significantly higher on 
achievement and retention assessments (Kanadli, 2016). The success of students is important 
because mastery and understanding of content is the main goal of any educator. 
 Many times on field trips, students are required to perform independent research or 
activities (Abbas, 2017). By preparing students before they reach the field trip location, students 
will be more likely to participate effectively and learn substantially more throughout the 
experience. Inquiry, as well as physical production and presentation of results, are two methods 
that could potentially be used to prepare students for independent learning. Students need the 
skills of data collection and communication not only to be successful on the field trip or lesson, 
but to be successful in potential future STEM education and careers. Field trips are one way to 
incorporate and facilitate methods based from inquiry into student learning. 
Pre-Field Trip 
 Field trips are additional learning opportunities where students can experience real world 
scenarios and activities (Miele & Adams, 2016). In order to experience success on a field trip, 
students and educators need to be prepared for what the field trip will encompass; not only the 
curriculum that will be gone over, but the transportation, engagement activities, lunches, and 
directions to ensure students get to their field trip destination safely and are prepared to learn the 
maximum amount they possibly can (Roscoe & Orr, 2010). Field trips should fit seamlessly with 
content being taught in the classroom, as well as background information students already know 
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(Miele & Adams, 2016). Students need to know necessary background information and content 
prior to the field trip, often encompassing many class days worth of teaching in order to 
understand and comprehend the information that is going to be presented to them. Selecting 
engaging field trips, where students will be involved in exciting activities, is also important in 
the preparation of an out of classroom experience so students are engaged and able to learn 
throughout the entire exploration period. 
 First, the educator planning the field trip must determine objectives, often associated with 
state or national standards, that associate with both curriculum and the desired field trip (Smith-
Walters, et. Al., 2014). By connecting the field trip to mandated objectives, the educator has 
rational for taking his or her students on the expedition. Secondly, the educator must consider the 
population of the class and the location they desire to visit. A topic that many educators need to 
consider is if there any special education students in the group of students to attend the field trip; 
whether mentally, emotionally, or physically handicapped, these students may need 
accommodations to make the field trip successful. Educators need to contact the facility of the 
desired field trip location and discuss any adaptions that are already in place for this group of 
students. Many times, physical disability adaptations are provided by the location. Students with 
mental or emotional disabilities may need adaptations that are designed by the teacher or school 
and brought to the field trip. Adaptations are necessary to provide a learning environment that is 
safe and effective for all students. The educator also needs to determine the need for chaperones. 
An honors, or higher grade class, may require less chaperones compared to a lower grade class 
due to the level of understanding and respect shown by students. An increase in the number of 
special education students, or location of the field trip, may also alter the number of necessary 
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chaperones. Finally, the educator must determine if the weather will have an impact on learning 
while students are on the field trip. Many field trips in science are located at least partially 
outdoors. If there is a chance for rain or snow on the day of the field trip, the educator must 
determine how to best protect his or her students and ultimately determine if the field trip needs 
to be rescheduled so students are able to perform the activities requested to the best of their 
potential and as safely as possible. If any of the aforementioned ideas are forgotten or not 
considered in the preparation of a field trip, there may be difficulties or dilemmas once the class 
reaches the field trip location. By being prepared and planning well in advance, the educator and 
students should be able to conduct the field trip to the best of their abilities, which will increase 
student learning to the students’ maximum capacity. 
 The new and unfamiliar environment of field trips often have students looking and 
wondering in excitement (Leydon & Turner, 2013). By preparing students for what they are 
going to experience, both background information and the inquiry question they will be studying, 
students are able to better prepare and focus when they arrive at their destination (Kenna & 
Russell, 2015). Field trips are used not only for fun and entertainment, but for instructing 
students on curriculum based standards. If students do not know the standards or the importance 
of learning while on the field trip, the entire purpose of the field trip is compromised. 
Additionally, students who know increased amounts of content before the field trip have been 
found to have higher motivation and ultimately learn more while on the field trip (Morentin & 
Guisasola, 2015). Furthermore, students who know what they are going to be participating in 
will be able to have better understanding of background knowledge and of the processes that will 
occur before attending. Knowing procedures and processes allow more students to complete 
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activities in a shorter amount of time. Being time efficient is a necessary step in bringing large 
group of students to a field trip location (Leydon & Turner, 2013). All of the preparation for a 
field trip is able to be done in the pre-field trip lesson or lessons. The information taught prior to 
the field trip is essential to prepare students for what they are going to experience throughout the 
expedition, as many students have never seen or experienced such events before. 
 The pre field trip lesson or lessons are also where educators need to seamlessly tie 
together the content of the field trip with the curriculum standards students are learning in the 
classroom setting. One model that fits extremely well for combining field trips with classroom 
content is the 5E model (Miele & Adams, 2016). The 5E model of learning comprises engage, 
explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate modules for each lesson. Though the 5E model, students 
are able to be engaged in the topic, explore and have the topic explained to them in the 
classroom, and then elaborate on the topic while at the field trip site. The elaborate section of the 
model allows students inquiry and guided practice; exploring and developing skills in the field 
area. The final evaluation allows teachers to determine how much students learned and retained 
from the field trip. The evaluation piece of the lesson could include an assessment, discussions, 
or overview of the student’s participation worksheets from the field trip. Often, it is effective for 
educators to provide students with graphic organizers to write and collect information while on 
the field trip. Graphic organizers can be borrowed or made by teachers to include specific areas 
of learning that will occur on each field trip. Student completion of graphic organizers allows 
them to go back to their data and analyze or conclude further, once the field trip is completed. 
 Unlike other classrooms, science classrooms and field trips have an increased possibility 
for danger with all the glassware and chemicals within them (Roscoe & Orr, 2010). As well as 
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teachers following safety guidelines, students need to understand the importance of following all 
safety and behavior guidelines in science classes and at field trip locations. Rather than getting in 
trouble, students could become severely injured from poor decisions. Safety guidelines and rules 
for field trips should be discussed prior to attending, as well as once students have reached their 
destination. Safety guidelines for field trips may be included in the pre-field trip lesson during 
the explain phase of the 5E lesson planning model. Additionally, it is important for teachers to 
always be paying attention to students and detect any possible issues that may arising, while 
trying to stop them before they occur. 
 Science has many standards as well as vocabulary, procedures, and alternative concepts 
that students need to understand (Buehl, 2017). If students have gaps in their understanding of 
concepts, complex texts or other sources of literature will be difficult if not impossible for 
students to comprehend. Through front-loading activities, such as pre-lessons of field trips, 
students are reminded or instructed of different concepts that are essential to know for 
comprehension. It is important when deciding on a front-loading activity that all students are 
engaged and that deeper level thinking is necessary to complete the task. Only through deeper 
level thinking will students be able to connect new material to old information and “build 
bridges” over their gaps of knowledge. 
On the Field Trip 
 Students need to have some type of facilitation when they travel on field trips in order to 
stay focused and complete required tasks accurately. The two most common types of facilitation 
on field trips are worksheets and guides or chaperones. Each type of facilitation has different 
positives and negatives associated with it. Teachers need to identify what is offered by the field 
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trip location first and then supplement additional materials for students to complete the indicated 
learning objectives. 
 Chaperones or field trip guides may be provided by the field trip location to facilitate 
learning for students (Basten et. al., 2014). Often, there are already outlines for specific field 
trips at facilities such as museums or laboratories. Guides or scientists may assist students as they 
learn and grow through the planned activities and experiences. On less structured field trips, 
students may need chaperones or teachers to help guide them in the activities required to learn 
objectives and content standards. By having students interact with facility personnel, students are 
becoming more knowledgeable about content as well as practicing their communication skills; 
life skills important to any career or individual (Nyamupangedengu & Oyoo, 2010). 
 Often, instead of educators having students listen and perform activities they indicate on 
field trips, worksheets can be used to free students and give them learning independence 
(Nyamupangedengu & Oyoo, 2010). By creating well designed worksheets, students are able to 
maximize their learning of not only core curriculum related to the classroom, but information 
that interests them as well as social interaction. Aspects of worksheets that need to be considered 
include: task density, orientation cues, information source, level of choice, cognitive level, 
response format, question format, classroom connection, social interaction, and site specificity. 
The task density of worksheets should be low, allowing students time to observe and inquire on 
their own; concurrent with high level of choice. Students will learn more as they are able to pay 
closer attention to what they are interested in, rather than just the objectives provided by the 
teacher or worksheet. Orientation cues should be specific and short to help students navigate the 
field trip and quickly locate different exhibits or activities. The less time students are searching 
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for items, the more time they have to inquire with them. The information source for worksheets 
should be object dependent. By having students observe and engage in objects, they are learning 
more from the experience compared to reading; a task possible to do in the classroom. Teachers 
should limit facilitation worksheets to few open ended questions as they take more time to 
answer which gives students less time to experience and explore the field trip location. Field trip 
tasks need to connect with prior learning performed in the classroom. By connecting to prior 
information, students are able to understand the implications of what they are performing or 
observing and are able to learn more through bridging connections between new and old 
information. Finally, worksheets should encourage social interaction, as it is an additional, non 
curriculum based, objective. Through the combination of facilitators and worksheets, students 
should be able to learn the material required as well as explore and learn additional interesting 
information (Basten et al., 2014). By providing time for exploration, students are able to increase 
their learning in the field and may possibly become interested in furthering their schooling or 
careers to include such interests (Nyamupangedengu & Oyoo, 2010). 
 The above mentioned worksheets work congruently with inquiry models of learning 
(Rohlf, 2015). Inquiry models of learning allow students to use information or data collected on 
field trips for further analysis; a higher level thinking skill. Students may need to synthesize or 
connect information collected on the field trip, through the use of facilitation worksheets, with 
prior knowledge to determine a conclusion. The analysis and thinking required for inquiry 
models of field trips are what drives student learning. Especially in the sciences, many field trips 
follow the scientific model, which promotes students practicing real world skills. It  has been 
proven through research that by including the inquiry model on field trips, students retain 
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information at greater rates; up to 96% of children and adults surveyed remember one thing they 
learned on a field trip even years later.  
 For the natural sciences, including gaming as a supplemental activity for real world 
scenarios can also benefit students in their learning (Chen & Hwang, 2017). Games can 
implement real world scenarios, instructing students what to do but adding a challenging aspect 
to the task. By adding a challenge, students may be more motivated and engaged to successfully 
complete the task and to do so well in order to “win”. Motivation and engagement are both 
essential for a positive learning environment. An additional benefit from students playing games 
on field trips is that they are simultaneously practicing their literacy (Caroll, 2016). In games, 
students are reading narratives, comprehending directions, and changing their thinking tactics in 
order to succeed. All of these tasks are literacy based. The more students are able to practice 
these skills, they more they potentially could adapt them to the real world or outside game 
environments. 
Data Collection  
 Smartphone and tablet prevalence has increased tremendously throughout recent years 
(Medzini, et al., 2015); 4.8 billion mobile cellular subscriptions since 2005. The decrease in cost 
and increase in internet connectivity allows students to access data collection tools and services 
that were never before able to be used. Larger screens with better optics allow students to record 
information and review it with great detail. The use of smartphone and table devices in the 
classroom, as well as on field trips, give students a fun and interactive opportunity to increase 
their learning while interacting with devices that are convenient and easy to use. 
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 Much like more sophisticated real world tools, smartphones allow students to collect, 
measure, and share information regarding inquiry or research activities while on field trips 
(Medzini, et al., 2015). Cameras and audio recordings on smartphones can be used as data 
collection tools. Cameras and screens of smartphones have clear precise images that can be used 
for further analysis of the activity at hand. Apps or other internet sites can also be used as data 
collection tools. For geography students, odometer, altimeter, or compasses can be used to collect 
data necessary for analysis outside of the classroom setting. Many of the measurements apps are 
able to make would not be possible financially for schools to provide to students through the use 
of additional devices, often that only measure one variable. Additionally, students are able to 
share their collected information with one other. Through email and texting, students can share 
data quickly and reliably. Reports can be generated through online services such as Google Docs, 
and an entire laboratory report can be produced; all through the use of a single smartphone. 
 Smartphones allow students access to significantly more measurement devices than 
schools are otherwise able to provide (Medzini, et al., 2015). Not only can students measure 
more variables, often with more accuracy, students can also record and share that data with their 
peers or educators all while on a field trip. The use of smartphones in inquiry activities allow 
students to complete their entire research activity with the use of that one device. In addition to 
the productivity of smartphones, students are often very interested in using them. Students use 
smartphones outside of the classroom as entertainment or socially, and enjoy doing so. By 
integrating smartphones into the classroom, students will be more engaged and interested in the 




 Finally, post-field trip activities should have students continuing their inquiry discovery 
by proposing solutions or conclusions. Students should be able to evaluate information and data 
they collected on the field trip and be able to use such data to support conclusions to their inquiry 
question (Kenna & Russell, 2015). There are many methods or ideas that teachers can use to 
have students analyzing and interpreting data they collect on field trips. 
 Field trips are a common way that teachers are able to show their students real world 
phenomena that connect conceptually to what students are currently learning in the classroom 
(Lei, 2010). To determine if students are learning or taking in what they are being exposed to, 
assessments are an essential part of the field trip process. In order for the field trip to be 
successful, it should be determined what students know and understand conceptually. Students 
need to have a solid understanding of the background information that will be presented on the 
field trip in order to increase understanding and make connections to the real world experiences 
they are about to go through. Some examples of assessment pieces that students are able to 
complete on or after a field trip include “portfolios, field practicals, research reports, research 
projects, oral and poster presentations, learning or reflective journals, along with peer or teacher 
observations”.  
 Debates are a tool used for students to compare and contrast two very different ideas. 
Through the use of a scientific method, debates can be beneficial for students because they are 
able to use each others ideas and build off each other. By introducing new materials and 
resources slowly throughout, students can continue to build and clarify their ideas scientifically, 
without bias from outside influences (Prusak, et. al., 2012). 
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 Any of the above listed activities allow students to prove to both the teacher and the class 
what they learned on the field trip, and how they can connect it conceptually to theories learned 
in the classroom. Many of the assessments listed include higher level thinking, which is an 
essential and desired objective expected of students on field trips. Assessments which occur on 
or after the field trip can prove the success of the field trip and if the activities that students 
experienced on were successful. From these assessments, educators can alter the field trip for the 
next year and better be prepared to encourage students’ success. By following the 
aforementioned guidelines, teachers are able to seamlessly include field trips in their areas of 
study and evaluate students on information learned (Miele & Adams, 2012). The ultimate goal of 
a field trip is for students to learn new information and retain that information for later use. The 
use of graphic organizers not only helps teachers assess student learning, but allows students to 
go back to the data or information they collected for later use. 
Summary 
 Over the past ten years, the amount of field trips students have been able to attend has 
decreased drastically (Greene et al., 2014). The decrease in field trips has limited student 
learning as well as experiences and activities they may not otherwise be able to participate in. 
Field trips, or expeditionary learning, are out of classroom experiences that allow students to 
experience procedures, personnel, and activities that they otherwise wouldn’t be able to (Tal et 
al., 2014). Field trips allow students to attend and visit locations related to content learning. It 
has been proven that if field trips are executed appropriately, student learning increases as well as 
retention rates (Kenna & Russell, 2015). Many adults still identify field trips and the aspects 
learned within them as their most memorable school activity. As students are able to remember 
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and retain more information from field trips, which should be related to school content, teachers 
should be aiming to take their students on more field trips so they are more prepared for the high 
stakes testing at the end of the year. In addition to content learning, students learn much more 
about the world around them. Field trips introduce students to locations and individuals they may 
not otherwise be able to experience. Students are able to practice their communication skills as 
well as view the world around them in a different manner. Field trips may eliminate stereotypes 
of individuals or careers and interest students in pursuing a future career in that direction 
(Adedokun et al., 2015). In order for all the aforementioned to occur, field trips need to be 
planned appropriately. Field trips need to be planned much in advance to the date that students 
actually attend (Miele & Adams, 2016). Aspects such as transportation, accommodations, price, 
and time need to be accounted for and often approved by schools first. Next, teachers need to 
align the content of the classroom with the content of the field trip. Connections between the 
field trip and state or national standards give teachers rational for taking their students to these 
locations. One or many lessons prior to the field trip should be planned to prepare students for 
the trip itself. Students should learn content as well as be prepared for what will occur on the 
field trip. By being prepared, students are more successful at focusing on their task at hand, 
prepared by the teacher or institution the field trip occurs at. Additionally, student facilitation on 
the field trip can be conducted by many different variables (Basten et al., 2014). Students may be 
guided by teachers, chaperones, or field guides from the location. The different guides provide 
different insight and aspects of the field trips to students. Discussions with the facilitation guide 
will also enable students to practice communication skills, necessary for all future individuals. 
Worksheets are another aspect of facilitation that may be present on a field trip 
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(Nyamupangedengu & Oyoo, 2010). Worksheets should be low in density of work as well as 
include questions with lower thinking skills. By allowing students more time away from 
completing assigned worksheets, they are able to explore more information they are interested in 
and ultimately will gain more information in such manner. Cell phones and other electronic 
devices may be used as data collection tools on the field trip (Medzini et al., 2015). Students are 
often very interested and attached to their mobile devices. By allowing students to use these 
devices as a learning tool, engagement and therefor learning will be higher. After students return 
from a field trip, the next class or classes should include the higher level thinking skills that were 
absent on the field trip worksheets: analyzing, synthesizing, etc. Students can connect 
information they learned prior to the field trip with examples or activities they performed while 
they were away from school. Presentations or other forms of showing data are ways that students 
can use their data to formulate discussions (Lei, 2010). Field trips are beneficial to students in a 
significant amount of ways more than just having fun. Students learn and retain significantly 
more information while practicing life skills such as communication.  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Chapter Three: Final Project with 10 Field Trip Lessons 
Narrative: Significance of Project 
 Many times in classes students ask how things pertain to the real world or how they will 
ever use this topic outside of the classroom. By participating in field trips, students will not only 
understand the significance of topics outside the classroom, but will increase learning and 
retention of materials. Often, field trips are some of the lessons that individuals remember most; 
even into their adult years. For a field trip to be a successful learning excursion, much planning 
and preparation has to be done in advance so students learn to their maximum potential. 
 The following information contains ten field trip modules to potential Living 
Environment locations throughout Wyoming and Genesee Counties, New York. Each location 
contains detailed information educators must consider prior to attending the field trip as well as 
pre, during, and post lesson plans to engage students in learning. Each field trip has attached 
assessment pieces that students may complete in order to determine the amount of content 
specific learning each students was able to complete. In addition to content learning, educators 
must remember that students are often practicing and learning more about communication as 
well as the world around them. The goal of this project is to increase interests in educators taking 
their students on field trips as well as be able to signify that importance and increase of learning 
that can occur on each.  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Field Trip 1: Beaver Meadow Conservatory!!
Location:!
! 1610 Welch Rd.!
! Java, New York 14028! !!
Cost/Requirements:!
• $5.00 per person or $50 per groups (10 people or less)!
• Maximum number of people per group are 120, which require a $50 deposit !!
Field Trip Description:!
• The field trip will begin with an ecology walk throughout the many acres on premises. 
Wheelchair accessible trails are available.!
• Next, students will stop by the Visitor Center to learn more about the natural world. 
Details of discussions are flexible depending on curriculum needs.!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to describe both positive and negative potential impacts of local 
animals on their ecosystems.!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 6.3a The interrelationships and interdependencies of organisms affect the 
development of stable ecosystems.!
• 6.3c A stable ecosystem can be altered, either rapidly or slowly, through the activities 
of organisms (including humans), or through climatic changes or natural disasters. 
The altered ecosystem can usually recover through gradual changes back to a point 
of long- term stability.!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Animal Effects in the Environment!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will learn how organisms can 
alter an environment, which could potentially lead to a complete change in the 
ecosystem.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 6.3c A stable ecosystem can be altered, either rapidly or slowly, through the 
activities of organisms (including humans), or through climatic changes or natural 
disasters. The altered ecosystem can usually recover through gradual changes back 
to a point of long- term stability.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to discuss how not only humans, but organisms can alter their 
environments both positively and negatively. 
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Twigs, sticks, clay, paint tray, reading and summary worksheets
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will have a three minute quick write to list all the “good” and “bad” animals 
they can think of. After listing the animals, partners will discuss their lists and why 
they believe each animal is good or bad (Engage).!
• Students will begin by dividing into groups and attempting to make dams out of twigs 
for handmade streams in paint trays (Explore). Students will be asked to discuss 
how this change in the water flow could effect an ecosystem.!
• Student will be divided into groups. Each group will read and fill out their summary 
sheet on a section of the reading provided. The groups will read aloud their 
summary when they are finished, to check for understanding. Once all groups have 
read aloud, students will travel to each group’s summary sheet and copy the 
information (Explain) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will be put into groups for each reading summary. Strong readers will be 
placed with weaker readers and the summary will be asked to be read aloud in each 
group. The combination of strengths in the group will ensure that the summary is read 
in fashion that all students are able to understand.
Language demands and language supports:      !




5:00-20:00 Building a dam activity!
20:00-45:00 Students will participate in the reading explanation phase of the lesson!
!
!
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Observations of students participating in the Quick 
Write and dam building projects will be used as informal assessments. 
Teachers will be able to determine any misconceptions and prior knowledge 
from these activities.!
• Formal Assessment: The reading summaries that student group’s present will 
allow educators to determine understandings that animals, such as the beaver, 
can be both positive and negative to an environment.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 











Beavers and the Environment!
What happens to the neighborhood when beavers move in? Surely their visible impact 
on vegetation and waterways disrupt riparian habitat? The best answer is the more 
complex: beavers have can have both a restorative and damaging effect on different 
aspects of their habitat under different conditions. Although instinct and common sense 
might suggest our beavers are depleting their creek there is a large body of scientific 
research that says the benefits of beavers significantly outweigh the costs in most 
areas. While study after study has shown that beavers do impact their habitat: the 
impact is largely for the better. In this section of the report the impact of beavers on 
specific aspects of their habitat will be examined.!
What is a Keystone Species?!
The Beaver is often called a ―Keystone 
Species. This concept was introduced in 1966 
by R.T. Paine who studied the impact of 
removing one predator from an ecosystem. (In 
that case a starfish) He found that the original 
15 species community was quickly reduced to 
only 8 species when the starfish was removed, 
prompting his analogy to the collapse of an 
archway if a ―keystone is taken out. (The 
keystone is the center piece which holds up 
both sides of the arch) Beavers have a similar 
role because their dams create habitat which 
are used by other wildlife. Bruce Baker, Ph.D. 
& Edward P. Hill wrote the seminal chapter on 
beavers in Feldman’s Wildlife of North America 
(2003). They described the beavers role as 
both a keystone species and an ecosystem 
engineer.!
Beavers change soil deposition and augment 
nutrients in pools. There is even a growing 
body of evidence that dams may act as a kind 
of filter that improves water quality.!
Beaver impact on Vegetation!
Beaver foraging affects vegetation growth patterns. They remove trees and branches for 
food and dam-building. By current estimate some 60 trees of various sizes have been 
taken by our beavers, almost all native Arroyo Willow. However, the roots remain in tact 
and will retain bank soil and eventually create new growth. Beavers use natural coppice 
cutting of trees, a forestry term for spurring future brushy growth by removing the main 
trunk and allowing shoots to spring around the base.!
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Beavers coppice willow and cottonwood trees, creating the low, dense habitat preferred 
by vireos. Indeed, beaver foraging promotes the growth of willow.!
A not-uncommon sight over the summer was to see a large partially felled tree sticking 
out of the stream. This is a kind of ―beaver refrigerator---the beaver does this to allow 
foliage to continue to grow and stay ―fresh‖ but to make feeding more accessible for 
the kits. Beavers have been shown in some studies to decrease tree density and their 
selective foraging can reduce some species and increase others. They shape tree 
dispersal by removing target food trees and leaving others to grow and reproduce.!
One key factor as to whether or not vegetation is depleted or enhanced is the browsing 
of livestock, which can produce enormous impact especially during dormant months 
when grass is less desirable. Obviously this is not an issue for this beaver habitat. 
Nonetheless, considerable interest has been expressed in augmenting willow habitat for 
our beavers with replantation, and this is discussed under the volunteer section of this 
report.!
Beaver impact on Insects & other Invertebrates!
Dams slow current and increase deposition of sediment and organic material in the 
water. These ponds play a key role in the development of complex insect life, which in 
turn feed fish, birds and mammals. Beaver activity greatly affects both aquatic and non-
aquatic insect life in response to increased sediment deposition and still water behind 
the dam. Insects that prefer running water are replaced by insects that prefer still water, 
and the variety and density of species has been shown to increase.!
This of course leads to natural questions about mosquito larvae, which are known to 
accumulate in still pools. However, beaver ponds have been shown to actually reduce 
mosquito population. There are nearly 3000 known species of mosquito but beaver 
ponds tend to shift composition of larvae – making conditions less desirable for some 
and ideal for others. All mosquitoes are not created equal, some are much more 
damaging to human populations. For example, one of the species most associated with 
West Nile Virus and yellow-fever (Aedes) cannot survive in the permanent water of a 
beaver pond. Continued involvement by Mosquito Abatement can monitor conditions 
and help control negative species.!
Beaver impact on Fish!
Beaver Ponds impact Fish in many ways. It has been shown that the standing crop of 
plankton in beaver ponds is 5 times larger than in the unaltered flowing stream. This 
means that fish life is denser and more varied. In fact, this winter’s Oregon TWS 
Conference on Beavers featured a lecture on the promotion of beaver to increase 
salmon Kelly Moore, NW Region Program Manager for ODFW research lab wrote,!
“The primary effect is on over winter survival of juvenile salmonids – streams with 
abundant beaver created habitat had 2-3 times better over winter survival rates than 
streams with simpler riffle-pool structure.” !
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There has been concern that ponds impact reproduction by raising the temperature of 
the water and obstructing flow and dispersal of fish. The Oregon Department of Fish & 
Wildlife has noted that beaver dams can interfere with salmon passage. However Ms. 
Moore continues, ―The consensus of Oregon fish biologists is that the benefits clearly 
outweigh the negative effects and that salmon and trout are better at moving over, 
around, and through beaver dams than we thought.” She referred to a much referenced 
native legend called ―Beaver taught salmon how to jump which basically credits 
beaver for Salmon prominence. Recent research shows that salmon and steelhead can 
navigate dams in periods of high flow and that the dam itself becomes a kind of 
reproductive ―source in fish community and dispersal. Even small ponds have been 
shown to impact the diversity and density of fish species.!
!
Beaver Impact On Amphibians and/reptiles:!
Beaver ponds create an ideal habitat for amphibians. Some species of newt may 
actually depend on beaver ponds for their survival. Frogs, salamanders and toads are 
the hallmark of a healthy beaver pond. Towards the end of summer last year limited frog 
song could be heard at our beaver pond, which had not been documented before. Now 
a strong chorus of many pacific tree frogs can be heard at dawn. “Amphibians, as a 
group, are sensitive to changes in water quality and so are considered indicators of 
environmental cleanliness. The return of these frogs reflects the habitat restoration done 
by the beavers, and its subsequent benefits. There is some evidence that certain 
species are increased by the presence of beaver ponds (such as frogs) while others are 
decreased (such as salamanders). Turtles and other reptiles seem to gravitate towards 
and rest above the lodge, which is often warmer than the surrounding terrain. There has 
been research documenting that older beaver ponds produce more kinds of snakes, 
lizards and turtles than younger beaver ponds, but that even a young pond had more 
reptile species than an undammed stream.!
Beaver impact on Birds!
A morning stop by the beaver pond reveals a larger cast of avian characters this winter 
than last. An early response to the deeper water was a breeding pair of secretive green 
heron that used the brushy shores to hunt for an increased fish population. By mid-
summer kingfishers and great and snowy egrets were observed on both sides of the 
dam. A cormorant paid close attention to the dam lowering efforts by city staff in 
December and was photographed feeding opportunely on the fish suddenly displaced. 
The experience was so appreciated he continues to frequent the area, joined by a 
collection of winter ducks, coot and grebe. Observed songbirds include the marsh wren, 
song sparrow and common yellow throat. This spring many barn swallow families 
produced a second clutch of young, and at least 2 black phoebes were fledged. Winter 
visitors have included a ruby-crowned kinglet and a regular flock of nearly 30 lesser 
scaup that arrived unexpectedly in early February --possibly to feed on the sudden 
chorus of tree frogs but definitely enjoying the bubbling mussels in the mud seen as far 
up as Starbucks. Certainly not every visitor is seen everyday, but at least one makes an 
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appearance on any given day. This is not unexpected given the research on beaver 
impact on bird life.!
A survey of birds at eight beaver ponds in eight counties in New York State 
demonstrated that active beaver sites support more species of birds than do vacant or 
potential sites.!
Beavers create better foliage and feeding for birdlife, allowing a greater variety and 
density of bird species to accumulate. Although beaver is occasionally sited as 
destroying habitat for songbird nesting their gnawing actually spurs the very type of 
growth most breeding birds prefer.!
Often when waiting for the arrival of the somewhat unpredictable beaver, visitors can 
pass the time by watching the more visible and varied birdlife.!
Beaver impact on other Mammals!
Mammals are most likely to be seen where they can find are food, water and cover. 
Obviously the deeper pool, denser foliage created by coppice cutting and augmented 
fish and insect life draw other mammals to the beaver pond.!
Our small stretch of beaver pond has already revealed at least two families of muskrats, 
an adult otter and baby otter this summer, a succession of raccoons and other small 
rodents. Obviously the most exciting of these is the otter, which feed on the fish that the 
beaver dam encourages. Interestingly, beavers and otters tend to overlap in their habitat 
a great deal (it was not uncommon to see the baby otter going over and even inside the 
lodge at times!) However, they are not exactly friends and the few aggressive tail slaps 
seen by these beavers haven often been in response to otter. Otters are carnivores and 
there is some research to indicate that they can take small kits at times. Indeed, many 


















Throughout the conservation walk or demonstration, list four animals seen or discussed. 
Write if you think these animals have positive, negative, or neutral effects on the 
environment and why you think so.!
!






Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Digging Deeper!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will use the animals they 
recorded from the field trip to produce a concept web of their positive and negative 
impacts on the environment
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 6.3c A stable ecosystem can be altered, either rapidly or slowly, through the 
activities of organisms (including humans), or through climatic changes or natural 
disasters. The altered ecosystem can usually recover through gradual changes back 
to a point of long- term stability.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to synthesis positive and negative impacts of organisms to 
their impacts in the surrounding environment. 
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Computer, internet, construction paper, writing utensil 
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will use the animals they described on their field trip log to create concept 
maps. Students will create one positive and one negative concept map. Additional 
data and details will be used from credible references (Elaborate).!
• Students will present an overview of their concept maps to the class (Evaluate) 
(Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
• Students may use computer resource to create their concept map if difficulty writing. 
References may be at any academic level, as long as they are scholarly.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Impact, environment, ecosystem
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Teacher observations of students working on 
completing their concept maps will be used to correct any misconceptions.!
• Formal Assessment: The presentation and concept map itself will be used as 
a formal assessment to determine how much students understand and can 
relate the positive and negative impact of organisms to a real life scenario.
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-30:00 Production of concept maps!
30:00-45:00 Presentation of concept maps 
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 





For this activity, you will select two of the organisms you listed from the field trip. For 
one organisms, you will create a positive concept map and for the other a negative 
concept map. Both concept maps need ten connections. In the boxes/circles are 
objects/organisms etc. and on the arrows or lines go the effects they have on each 





Dams create little to no flow of water 
which allow frogs to lay their eggs 
and successfully hatch.
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Field Trip 2: Burley’s Berries!!
Location:!
! 5840 Route 20A !
! E. Warsaw, NY 14569!!
Cost/Requirements:!
• $5.00 per student/teacher/chaperone!
• Includes:!
• Quart of Strawberries!
• Educational Materials!
• $1 off strawberry coupon on a future visit!
• A location for lunch is available, but students must pack their own!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students will meet their tour guide at the berry patch. Students will go through the 
weeding and cultivating equipment to understand all the necessary resources needed 
to successfully grow strawberries. Students will perform the Journal Activity in the 
Strawberry patch. Upon successful completion of the Journal Activity, students can 
pick their free quart of strawberries (30 minutes).!
• Students will continue their tour of the planting and maintenance of the Berry patch 
with a tour of the farm (1 hour).!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to describe the steps of the genetic engineering process!
• Students will be able to differentiate between advertisements with bias!
• Students will be able to test for GMOs!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 2.2b In recent years new varieties of farm plants and animals have been engineered 
by manipulating their genetic instructions to produce new characteristics.!!!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: GMOs!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will learn the background of 
genetic engineering and the truth’s of it in food.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 2.2b In recent years new varieties of farm plants and animals have been engineered 
by manipulating their genetic instructions to produce new characteristics.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify the steps in genetic engineering of GMOs
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Computers, internet, GMO labels, KWL Chart, Genetic engineering worksheet, guided 
notes
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• GMO food labels will be posted on the board. Students can work with a partner to fill 
out the K and W (Know, and would like to know) sections of the KWL chart about 
GMOs (Engage). Discussions about what students already know and what they 
would like to find out will complete the activity.!
• Students will then participate in a genetic engineering simulation online. Students 
may produce cinnamon flavored apples or pest resistant corn (http://
agbiosafety.unl.edu/education/whowants.htm) (Engage).!
• Students will then take notes and look at images in support of or against GMOs. 
Students will understand bias and try to identify neutral positioned advertisements 
(Explain).!
• Students will finish by filling out the L (learned) column in their chart to be handed in 
(Evaluate) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
The steps of the online simulation can be read aloud for students who struggle with 
reading. Since the words of the steps are present, students who struggle with writing 
will also be given an advantage.
Language demands and language supports:      !




5:00-25:00 Genetic Engineering Online Simulation!
25:00-40:00 Guided Notes!
40:00-45:00 Complete the KWL Chart!
!
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Discussions with the class at the beginning and end of 
the lesson will be used as informal assessments.!
• Formal Assessment: The L column of the KWL chart will be used as a formal 
assessment to determine student growth throughout the lesson.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 








In this simulation, you will explore the steps necessary to create genetically modified 
foods. Go to the website, http://agbiosafety.unl.edu/education/whowants.htm. You may 
choose to do the cinnamon apple or corn application. Fill out the table as you complete 
the activity.!








• All DNA is the same in all organisms in terms of basic structure!
• Because of this, DNA can be transferred between ___________!
• When DNA from one species is inserted into another, this is called ___________ DNA!
• ____________________ are obtained from bacteria and they cut DNA at specific sites!
• Some of these enzymes cut DNA in a staggered fashion!
• For example,the restriction enzyme EcoR1 cuts as follows: !
GAATTC!
CTTAAG!
• This leaves“sticky ends”!
! G AATTC!
! CTTAA G!
• The sticky ends can form bonds to place the strand together again if they come in 
contact!
• Once back together DNA ligase can form covalent bonds to seal them back together!
• Bacteria have small rings of DNA known as _____________!
• Human (and other) genes can be spliced into plasmids using restriction enzymes and 
DNA ligase!
Steps in Cloning a Gene!
• Cut plasmid  and DNA to be cloned with a restriction enzyme!
• Both now have complementary sticky ends!
• Mix DNA and plasmids!
• The DNA couples to the plasmids!
• Place plasmid into bacteria!















Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: GMO Testing!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will be testing for GMOs in 
different foods bought from the grocery store and their berries collected from the field 
trip. 
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 2.2b In recent years new varieties of farm plants and animals have been engineered 
by manipulating their genetic instructions to produce new characteristics.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to hypothesize which produce has GMOs, provide rational, and 
test for the presence of GMOs
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Store bought strawberries, strawberries from the field trip, GMO test strips, paper and 
a writing utensil
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will first hypothesize which produce has GMOs (the produce will be labeled 
A and B so students will not know which is which). Students will have to provide 
rational for their reasoning to which produce has a GMO. Students will then 
homogenize their fruit and test for the presence of GMOs with GMO test strips 
(Elaborate).!
• Students will write down their findings and a conclusion whether their hypothesis 
was correct or incorrect and any surprises they may have experienced (Evaluate) 
(Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
The writing of the hypotheses and conclusion may be done on an electronic device for 
those students who struggle with writing. The homogenization of the fruit may be 
performed by a partner for students who struggle with physical movement.
Language demands and language supports:      !
GMO
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Discussions and observations of the class throughout 
the laboratory process will help teachers determine the level of knowledge 
about GMOs.!
• Formal Assessment:The hypothesis and conclusion paper will be collected 
and assessed to see student’s rational and understanding of GMOs.
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-15:00 Hypothesis and rational writing!
15:00-35:00 Testing of produce!
35:00-45:00 Conclusion Writing  
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 




In front of you is strawberry A and strawberry B. One has been brought from the grocery 
store and one is from the Burley’s Berries field trip Indicate if you believe either A, B, or 
both have GMO and your rational behind your hypothesis.!!
!
Next, you will homogenize the berries in separate beakers. To homogenize, smash the 
berries apart in approximately 10mL of water. You may need more or less water 
depending on the size of your berry. Once the substance is almost completely liquid 
form, you may use the GMO test strips to determine the presence of a GMO.!!
!
Write a conclusion about how your hypotheses matched up with your GMO testing. 













Field Trip 3: Genesee County Park!!
Location:!
! 11095 Bethany Center Rd.!
! East Bethany, NY 14054! !!
Cost/Requirements:!
• Pavilions must be requested prior to the field trip!
• No cost to students or staff for visiting the park or acquiring a pavilion!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students will use the park and wooded areas to identify organisms from each area of 
the food chain (Carnivore, omnivore, herbivore).!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to use organisms identified at the park in order to create a food 
web that is naturally occurring in their own ecosystem.!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 1.1a Populations can be categorized by the function they serve. Food webs identify 
the relationships among producers, consumers, and decomposers carrying out either 
autotrophic or heterotrophic nutrition.!
• 1.1f Every population is linked, directly or indirectly, with many others in an 
ecosystem. Disruptions in the numbers and types of species and environmental 
changes can upset ecosystem stability.!!!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Food Webs!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will learn how all organisms 
function as part of the food web (producer, consumer, decomposer) and how the 
removal of even one organism can disrupt the entire web.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.1a Populations can be categorized by the function they serve. Food webs identify 
the relationships among producers, consumers, and decomposers carrying out 
either autotrophic or heterotrophic nutrition.!
• 1.1f Every population is linked, directly or indirectly, with many others in an 
ecosystem. Disruptions in the numbers and types of species and environmental 
changes can upset ecosystem stability.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify and describe producers, consumers, and 
decomposers!
• Students will be able to identify the flow of energy through an ecosystem!
• Students will be able to determine possible ramifications of removing one organism 
from a food web
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Animal pictures, paper, pencil, owl pellet, guided notes
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Different types of organisms from the local environment (mushrooms, grass, trees, 
birds, insects, rabbits, hawks, fox, etc.) will be posted on the board. Students must 
come up with a scenario or story of how all these animals fit together. Once students 
have completed their story, a few stories will be shared to the class (Engage).!
• Next, students will divide into groups and be given an owl pellet. Students will 
dissect the owl pellet, while wearing gloves, to determine what the owl has eaten. 
Students will create a concept map from this data (Explore).!
• Students will be able to determine that all organisms cycle and there is no end to the 
food web. Students will take notes which identify specific points of a food web 
(Explain) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will be working in groups to support students who have different strengths 
and weaknesses. Tasks may be divided by the group members so each student 










Language demands and language supports:      !
Producer, consumer, decomposer, food web
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Students discussions and stories at the beginning of 
class will determine prior background knowledge. !
• Formal Assessment: The final completion of the concept map will be graded 
to determine student learning.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 





Each group will be given an owl pellet. Dissect the owl pellet and identify components 









Use the identified objects to make a concept map of who ate what. The head of each 
arrow should point at the organism consuming the other. 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Energy Transfer Notes!
• Producer (Autotroph) – an organism that makes its own food and stores energy!
! • Example: plants!
• Consumer (Heterotroph) – an organism that obtains food and energy by eating!
   other organisms!
! • Types of Consumers:!
! ! 1. Herbivores – organisms that eat only plants!
! ! ! • Example: cattle!
! ! 2. Carnivores – organisms that eat only animals !
! ! ! • Example: coyotes!
! ! 3. Omnivores – organisms that eat both plants and animals !
! ! ! • Example: bears!
! • Decomposer (also a heterotroph) – organisms that obtain energy by breaking !
!    down wastes and the remains of dead organisms!
! ! • Examples: mushrooms and earthworms!
• Food Chain – model that shows how energy passes from one organism to another!
! • In a food chain, an arrow points from the organism being eaten to the organism !
!    doing the eating!
! • Primary source of energy in a food chain is the sun!
! ! • Example: Plant → Rabbit → Weasel!
• Levels of Consumers:!
! • First level: Consumers that eat producers!
! • Second level: Consumers that eat first-level consumers!
!
• Only about 10% of the energy consumed by a first-level consumer is available for the 
second-level consumer. The other 90% is used to support the life processes (keeping 
warm, pooping, etc) of the primary consumer!
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• This means that the higher the level of consumer, the fewer there are of them because 
they have to eat A LOT to get enough energy!
• Food Web – a series of overlapping or connected food chains that exist in an 
ecosystem. More accurate than a food chain because they show ALL the feeding 








While on your trip to the park, try to identify at least three organisms in each of the 




















Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Food Web Analysis!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will analyze organisms identified 
on their field trip and create food webs from this analysis.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.1a Populations can be categorized by the function they serve. Food webs identify 
the relationships among producers, consumers, and decomposers carrying out 
either autotrophic or heterotrophic nutrition.!
• 1.1f Every population is linked, directly or indirectly, with many others in an 
ecosystem. Disruptions in the numbers and types of species and environmental 
changes can upset ecosystem stability.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify and describe producers, consumers, and 
decomposers!
• Students will be able to identify the flow of energy through an ecosystem!
• Students will be able to determine possible ramifications of removing one organism 
from a food web
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Field trip table, activity worksheet
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will use their table of organisms identified on the field trip to create a food 
web and complete the activity below (Elaborate).!
• Students will then compare the food webs they created to other groups. Students 
should be able to realize that food webs are complex and overlap; there is no one 
correct arrow configuration between organisms (Evaluate) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will be using worksheets to help guide them in their thinking. Students may 
draw or write animals, depending on their preferences. The comparison of food webs 
will occur verbally for students who struggle with writing.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Producer, consumer, decomposer, food web
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-30:00 Creation of food webs !
30:00-45:00 Discussion and comparison of each other’s food webs!
!
!
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student discussions while creating their food webs will 
be used to correct any misconceptions.!
• Formal Assessment: The completion of the food web activity, using the 
organisms identified on the field trip, will be used as a formal assessment. This 
assessment will determine if students can use previously learned information in 
real world scenarios.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Build a Food Web Activity!
Name ___________________________________ Period _____ Date ___________!
Once you have completed the food web, complete the tasks below.!
1. Using your identified organisms, classify the different types of consumers in your 


























5. Asian carp consume zooplankton, which many fishes typically feed on in their juvenile 
stages, and have no known predators (in Asia). How would the introduction of Asian 








Field Trip 4: MCA Gymnastics!!
Location:!
! MCA Gymnastics!




• 9:00 am-2:30 pm, although flexible!
• Students need to bring a lunch and water bottle!
• Students should dress in comfortable athletic clothing with no hanging jewelry!
• A signed waiver must accompany any student or staff who plan on partaking in 
activities on the field trip for that day!!
Field Trip Description:!
• When students arrive, they will be greeted by an instructor and will be able to claim a 
cubby for the day. In the cubby, students are able to keep any extra clothing as well as 
their shoes, lunch, and water bottle. Any final payments and waivers need to be 
collected by the facility upon arrival (15 minutes).!
• Next, students will be given a tour of the facility as well as shown a quick video about 
safety in the gym.  The instructor will facilitate a discussion about safety as well as 
show students examples of acceptable behavior in the facility. Students will need to 
pass a safety quiz in order to participate throughout the day (30 minutes).!
• Before any physical activity, students will need to stretch and warm up their muscles. 
Different games as well as stretching will be directed by the instructional staff (30 
minutes).!
• Students will then participate in basic activities and skills, as determined by the 
instructor, on each of the four women’s apparatus (vault, bars, beam, floor) plus the 
tumble track. Students are able to partake in whatever activities they feel comfortable 
with, as all students may have different abilities (1.5 hours).!
• After the morning is complete, students will be able to take their lunch break. A sitting 
area with tables is provided for students as well as teachers. It is suggested that 
students finish their lunch as well as rest for 30 minutes prior to reengaging in physical 
activity. During this break, students may work on their facilitation worksheets (1 hour).!
• After lunch, students are able to complete their facilitation worksheets as well as 
explore the gymnastics facility. Safety is a priority, but students will be able to partake 
in activities or games of their choosing (1.5 hours).!
• Students will then have time to complete a survey as well as empty their cubbies of 
any materials they stored in them throughout the day. Students will be given fliers if 
they are interested in signing up for the facility (15 minutes).!!
Objectives: !
• Students should come into the field trip having a background in cellular respiration!
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• Students will be able to determine the amount of cellular respiration taking place 
during different gymnastics activities. This aspect of the field trip will represent the 
Elaborate phase of the 5E model.!!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment: !
• 1.2a Important levels of organization for structure and function include organelles, 
cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, and whole organisms.!
• 1.2f Cells have particular structures that perform specific jobs. These structures per- 
form the actual work of the cell. Just as systems are coordinated and work together, 
cell parts must also be coordinated and work together.!
• 1.2h Many organic and inorganic substances dissolved in cells allow necessary 
chemical reactions to take place in order to maintain life. Large organic food 
molecules such as proteins and starches must initially be broken down (digested to 
amino acids and simple sugars respectively), in order to enter cells. Once nutrients 
enter a cell, the cell will use them as building blocks in the synthesis of compounds 
necessary for life.!
• 1.2i Inside the cell a variety of specialized structures, formed from many different 
molecules, carry out the transport of materials (cytoplasm), extraction of energy from 
nutrients (mitochondria), protein building (ribosomes), waste disposal (cell 
membrane), storage (vacuole), and information storage (nucleus).!
• 5.1d In all organisms, the energy stored in organic molecules may be released during 
cellular respiration. This energy is temporarily stored in ATP molecules. In many 
organisms, the process of cellular respiration is concluded in mitochondria, in which 
ATP is produced more efficiently, oxygen is used, and carbon dioxide and water are 
released as wastes.!
• 3.1a Interpretation of data leads to development of additional hypotheses, the 
formulation of generalizations, or explanations of natural phenomena.!
• 3.4b Claims should be questioned if the data are based on samples that are very 
small, biased, or inadequately controlled or if the conclusions are based on the faulty, 
incomplete, or misleading use of numbers.!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Organelle Introduction      !
Central Focus for the learning segment: Cells are made of substructures called 
organelles. Each organelle has a specific role in order to maintain homeostasis in the 
cell.       
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
1.2a Important levels of organization for structure and function include organelles, 
cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, and whole organisms.   !
1.2f Cells have particular structures that perform specific jobs. These structures per- 
form the actual work of the cell. Just as systems are coordinated and work together, 
cell parts must also be coordinated and work together.   !
1.2i Inside the cell a variety of specialized structures, formed from many different 
molecules, carry out the transport of materials (cytoplasm), extraction of energy from 
nutrients (mitochondria), protein building (ribosomes), waste disposal (cell 
membrane), storage (vacuole), and information storage (nucleus).
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students should be able to name and describe the main functions of organelles 
found in human cells: cytoplasm, mitochondria, ribosomes, cell membrane, vacuole, 
nucleus, nucleolus
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Picture engagement cards, white boards, dry erase markers, computers/iPads, 
Youtube Video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRvh26xu-SE), Webquest, Note 
sheet, Analogy assessment
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will be read descriptions of organelles from the cell. Students will work in 
groups to determine what the description could be describing. For example, “I create 
power and energy”. Students could identify this description for a mitochondria as a 
windmill, water power source, etc. Students will share their answers using white 
boards before the actual organelle is introduced (5E, Engage)!
• Students will then complete the webquest on their computer or iPad. Students will 
go through the different organelles presented by the website in order to answer the 
questions on the facilitation worksheet (5E, Explore).!
• Students will take notes and watch a YouTube video for exact explanations of what 
certain organelles do and their physical descriptions (5E, Explain).!
• Students will finally be formatively assessed using the analogy worksheet. Students 










Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students who have reading or writing difficulties may have the text presented in the 
virtual cell tour read aloud electronically for better understanding.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Cell, organelle, cytoplasm, mitochondria, ribosome, cell membrane, vacuole, nucleus, 
nucleolus, endoplasmic reticulum, golgi apparatus, lysosome
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: The webquest will be gone over to determine student 
understanding through the reading and videos it provides.     !!
• Formal Assessment: Students will be formatively assessed on the analogy 
worksheet to determine learning and any misconceptions that need to be 
corrected      
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Description Engagement Activity!!!
1. Controls what enters and exits/protection - Cell membrane!
2. Creates power and energy - mitochondria!
3. Storage - vacuole!
4. Keeps materials in place - cytoplasm!
5. Control center - nucleus!
6. Creates packages and transports materials - golgi apparatus!
7. Destroys invaders/garbage - lysosomes 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The Virtual Cell Tour!!
Name: _________________________! !
Go to www.ibiblio.org/virtualcell/ Click on the “The Virtual Cell Tour" and answer the 
following questions:!!













































Please complete the following table by identifying a common object that has the same 
purpose as each cell organelle and describe the similarity.!
!









Pre-Field Trip Lesson 2!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Cellular Respiration Introduction   !
Central Focus for the learning segment: Energy for the body comes from the 
molecule Adenosine Triphosphate or ATP. ATP is produced in organisms through the 
process of cellular respiration. Cellular respiration begins with the process of 
glycolysis in the cytoplasm and continues through the processes of the Kreb’s Cycle 
and electron transport chain in the mitochondria. Glucose and oxygen are essential 
reactants for the process of cellular respiration and ATP, water, and carbon dioxide are 
the products.     
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
1.2h Many organic and inorganic substances dissolved in cells allow necessary 
chemical reactions to take place in order to maintain life. Large organic food 
molecules such as proteins and starches must initially be broken down (digested to 
amino acids and simple sugars respectively), in order to enter cells. Once nutrients 
enter a cell, the cell will use them as building blocks in the synthesis of compounds 
necessary for life.    !
5.1d In all organisms, the energy stored in organic molecules may be released during 
cellular respiration. This energy is temporarily stored in ATP molecules. In many 
organisms, the process of cellular respiration is concluded in mitochondria, in which 
ATP is produced more efficiently, oxygen is used, and carbon dioxide and water are 
released as wastes.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students should be able to identify glucose and oxygen as the reactants and ATP, 
water, and carbon dioxide as the products of the cellular respiration process!
• Students should be able to describe the steps of the cellular respiration process 
(glycolysis, Kreb’s cycle, electron transport chain) and where each one occurs in the 
cell
Instructional Resources and Materials:      !
Crackers, manipulation and record sheets, 6 atom molecule from atomic building kit, 









Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Give students a cracker and together identify that carbohydrates are present in the 
cracker. Allow students to brainstorm how the glucose in that cracker becomes 
energy in the human body. Share hypotheses.!
• Students will then be given directions and go through the phases of cellular 
respiration using the manipulative station rotation. Students will record their results 
in their respiration record.!
• The teacher will go over the students’ results from the station rotation by allowing 
students to share their information. The teacher will then pass out notes and 
students will clarify misconceptions.!
• The exit ticket will be students writing the true pathway of glucose to energy that 
they learned in the day’s lesson.
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students can work on the manipulation either in partners or by themselves. Students 
may write the exit ticket on lined paper or through the use of an electronic classroom 
website. The manipulatives give students a kinesthetic activity while the notes contain 
an auditory/visual representation of the material.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Glucose, energy, aerobic respiration, glycolysis, Kreb’s Cycle, electron transport 
chain, anaerobic respiration, ATP
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Observations of students participating in the 
manipulative exploration    !!
• Formal Assessment: An exit ticket which students must write in detail how 
glucose can be transformed into energy in the body    
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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The Simulation Story-line !
Before you Begin:  Look at your Respiration Record and be sure to have a way to represent low-energy 
molecules and high-energy molecules. !
To Begin:  Lay out all of your matter and energy molecules in an organized fashion and complete the 
section of your Respiration Record that is labeled “Before Cellular Respiration.” !
Step 1 of Respiration Simulation: Glycolysis 
Begin with your sugar molecule. Notice that the molecule has 6 Carbon atoms joined together by bonds. 
Chemical energy is stored in the chemical bonds of your sugar molecule. In order to release the chemical 
energy in the bonds, you will need to break the bonds by cutting your 6-Carbon molecule into 2 
molecules with 3 Carbons each. Breaking the bonds requires using 2 high-energy molecules. These 2 
high-energy molecules will be transformed into low-energy molecules. Be sure to represent the 
transformation of 2 high-energy molecules into low-energy molecules using your manipulatives. Although 
energy is required to break the chemical bonds; more energy is released when the bonds break.  
The energy released from breaking the bond in this step transforms 6 low-energy molecules into 
high-energy molecules. !
Be sure this step is accurately recorded in your Respiration Record. !!
Step 2 of Respiration Simulation: TCA Cycle (or Kreb’s Cycle) 
Move your molecules with 3 carbons into the Mitochondrion. (Note: before you entered the mitochondrion, 
you were in the cytosol.) 
During this stage, the Carbons are broken apart producing 6 Carbon Dioxide molecules. The energy 
released from breaking these chemical bonds is used to transform a total of 12 low-energy molecules 
into high-energy molecules. !
Be sure this step is accurately recorded in your Respiration Record. !!!
Step 3 of Respiration Simulation: Electron Transport Chain 
The Electron Transport Chain utilizes molecular machines embedded in the mitochondrial membrane. As 
hydrogens move across the membrane, they activate molecular machines that transfer energy to low-
energy molecules to produce high-energy molecules. These molecular machines require O-O (oxygen) 
molecules and release water (H-O-H) molecules. The Electron Transport Chain converts 32 low-
energy molecules into high-energy molecules. 
  
Be sure this step is accurately recorded in your Respiration Record. 
Source: http://www.cpalms.org/Public/PreviewResourceLesson/Preview/63496 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Cellular Respiration Record 
Name___________________________________  Date____________________ 
!
Before you begin the simulation, be sure your matter and energy are organized. 













During cellular respiration, the 
chemical energy of molecules 
is transferred from food sources 
to energy-storing molecules, 
such as ATP in the cell. High-
energy molecules such as ATP 
can be used by the cell as 
energy for lots of process, such 





Draw what happens to the 
molecules during this step: !!!!!!!!!!!!!









How did the matter change 
during this step? !!!!!!!
How did the energy change 





Draw what happens to the 
molecules during this step: 
Remember to draw the 
production of carbon dioxide 
(CO2!!!!!!!!!!!!!
At the end of 








How did the matter change 
during this step? !!!!!!!






Draw what happens to the 
molecules during this step: 
Remember Hydrogens (H
move across the mitochondrial 




At the end of 








How did the matter change 
during this step? !!!!!!!
How did the energy change 
during this ste
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Name ______________________ Date ___________ Period _______ 
Notes Cellular Respiration	
C6H12O6 + 6O2 6CO2 + 6H2O + ATP 	
Glucose   Oxygen   enzymes   Carbon Dioxide   Water   Energy	
o occurs in the cells of all living organisms  
o it breaks down fuel (glucose) to yield energy required for cells to function  
o can occur with or without the oxygen	
Aerobic respiration – cellular respiration that uses oxygen  
There are three main stages in the process: glycolysis, Kreb’s cycle, and the 
electron transport system.	
First stage Glycolysis (does not require oxygen)  
 o occurs in the cytoplasm	
	 o 6-carbon glucose is split in half to make two molecules of 3-carbon  
  pyruvate o only 2 ATPs are produced	
Second stage The Krebs Cycle (occurs when oxygen is present)  
 o occurs in the mitochondria	
	 o pyruvate is broken down to carbon dioxide which is released as a gas  
 o more ATP is made	
Third stage Electron Transport System	
 o occurs in the mitochondria’s inner membrane  
 o requires oxygen  
 o is a series of electron carrier molecules  
 o electrons and hydrogen ions pass along electron carrier molecules  
 o net 36 ATPs are produced	
	 o the electrons and hydrogen ions join with oxygen to form water	
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o occurs in the cytoplasm  
o 6-carbon glucose is split in half to make two molecules of 3-carbon pyruvate o 
only 2 ATPs are produced	
Fermentation	
o pyruvate is converted to  
- ethyl alcohol by yeast (how wine is produced)	
- lactic acid in bacteria cells and muscle cells	
 	
ATP: The Fuel of Cells	
o ATP stores chemical energy in its structure  
o the energy first came from the sun and then stored in food  
o cellular respiration produces ATP  
o every cell requires large amounts of ATP each day to do its work  
o ATP provides the energy for biosynthesis, reactions that form larger molecules	
  -  formation of starch from glucose 	        
  -  building of proteins from amino acids          








Please indicate whether the following pictures are safe and unsafe. For unsafe pictures, 














After the demonstration and option for you to try a cartwheel, round off, or back-handspring, 
draw a concept map of how food turns into the energy necessary to complete these skills. The 
concept map must have at least, but is not limited to, five boxes or concepts. The lines 
connecting the five concepts must have definitions or explanations. The following terms must be 
included in the concept map: food, cellular respiration, ATP, and energy.!!
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Exercise & Cellular Respiration!!
Purpose:!
The purpose of this lab activity is to analyze the affect of exercise on cellular respiration.!!
Background:!
I. Purpose.!
•  To observe the effects of exercise on cellular respiration.!
• To identify the role of carbon dioxide production, breathing rate, and heart rate in 
determining the rate of cellular respiration.!!
II. Background Information.!
Cellular respiration (see chemical reaction below) is a chemical reaction that occurs in 
your cells to create energy; when you are exercising your muscle cells are creating ATP 
to contract. Cellular respiration requires oxygen (which is breathed in) and creates 
carbon dioxide (which is breathed out).!!
C6H12O6 + 6 O2 6 CO2 + 6 H2O + 36 ATP (energy)!!
This lab will address how exercise (increased muscle activity) affects the rate of cellular 
respiration. You will measure 3 different indicators of cellular respiration: breathing rate, 
heart rate, and carbon dioxide production. You will measure these indicators at rest 
(with no exercise) and after 1 and 2 minutes of exercise. Breathing rate is measured in 
breaths per minute, heart rate in beats per minute, and carbon dioxide in the time it 
takes bromthymol blue to change color.!
Carbon dioxide production can be measured by breathing through a straw into a 
solution of bromthymol blue (BTB). BTB is an acid indicator; when it reacts with acid it 
turns from blue to yellow. When carbon dioxide reacts with water, a weak acid (carbonic 
acid) is formed (see chemical reaction below). The more carbon dioxide you breathe 
into the BTB solution, the faster it will change color to yellow.!!
6 CO2 + 6 H2O 6 HCO3 + 6 H+!!
Materials:!
Beaker/Test tube/cup !
bromthymol blue solution (BTB) !
straw!
stop watch!!
Pre-Lab: Use your background information AND your Cellular Respiration notes to 
answer the following pre-lab questions.!
1. What is the equation for cellular respiration? Label which items are the reactants and 
the products.!
2. In what part of the cell does cellular respiration occur?!
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3. Write a prediction/hypothesis of how exercise will affect your body’s production of 
carbon dioxide (i.e. do you think your body will produce more or less carbon dioxide as 
you exercise). Make sure you EXPLAIN WHY you feel that way.!!!
Procedure:!
PART A: Resting (no exercise)!
Measuring Carbon Dioxide Production:!
1. Use a graduated cylinder to measure out 20 mL of tap water and pour it into a small 
beaker. !
2. Use a dropper to add 8 drops of bromthymol blue to make a BTB solution.!
3. Using a straw, exhale into the BTB solution. (CAUTION: Do not inhale the solution!)!
4. Time how long it takes for the blue solution to turn yellow. Record the time in Table 
1.!
5. Wash out the beaker repeat steps 1-4 twice more.!
6. Average the results of the 3 trials. Record this in Table 1.!!
Measuring Breathing Rate:!
1. Count the number of breaths (1 breath = inhale + exhale) you take in 1 minute. 
Record this in Table 2. !
2. Repeat this 2 more times.!
3. Average the 3 trials to get your average breathing rate. Record this in Table 2.!!
Measuring Heart Rate:!
1. While you calculate your breathing rate, have your partner take your pulse. Count 
the number of beats in 30 seconds and multiply that number by 2. Record this in 
Table 3.!
2. Repeat this 2 more times.!
3. Average the 3 trials to get your average heart rate. Record this in Table 3.!!
PART B: Increased Muscle Activity (Exercise)!
1. Exercise for exactly 1 minute by doing a gymnastics exercise of your choice. Photos 
or videos of each partner performing the exercise of their choice need to be taken.!
2. While you are exercising, your partner should get the BTB solution ready as in Part 
A.!
3. After 1 minute of exercise, immediately exhale through the straw into the BTB 
solution. Time how long it takes for the BTB to turn yellow. Record this in Table 1.!
4. Then quickly calculate your breathing and heart rates as you did before. You only 
need to do this once. !
5. Record these values in Tables 2 & 3. Remake your BTB solution.!
6. Exercise as you did before, but for 2 continuous minutes.!
7. Immediately exhale through the straw into the BTB solution. Time how long it takes 
for the BTB to turn yellow. Record this in Table 1.!
8. Then quickly calculate your breathing and heart rates as you did before. You only 
need to do this once.!
9. Record these values in Tables 2 & 3.!
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10. Repeat these steps for all four partners in your group.!!!
Results:!
Table 1. Carbon Dioxide Production !
!!
Table 2. Breathing Rate (breaths/minute)!
!
Table 3. Heart Rate (beats/minute)!
!






















Analysis & Conclusions: Answer the questions below using your BACKGROUND 
information in the lab, as well as your lab data. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN 
COMPLETE SENTENCES!
1. How did exercise affect the time needed for the solution to change color? Explain 
why the color change occurred (How does BTB work?)!
2. What can you conclude about the effect of exercise on the amount of carbon dioxide 
that is present in your exhaled breath? Why is this so?!
3. What can you conclude about the effect of exercise on breathing rate? Why is this 
so?!
4. What can you conclude about the effect of exercise on heart rate? Why is this so? 
What do your muscles need during exercise that the blood brings?!
5. State whether your hypothesis was correct or incorrect and why. In doing so, 
discuss what you think is going on in the muscles of the body as muscle activity is 
increased. Address the need to get oxygen to the muscles and get rid of carbon 





Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Cellular Respiration Conclusion!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will be able to take their 
knowledge of cellular respiration and data collected on the field trip to organize and 
present their laboratory reports.  
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
3.1a Interpretation of data leads to development of additional hypotheses, the 
formulation of generalizations, or explanations of natural phenomena.!
3.4b Claims should be questioned if the data are based on samples that are very 
small, biased, or inadequately controlled or if the conclusions are based on the faulty, 
incomplete, or misleading use of numbers.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to present their data and pictures/videos collected during the 
field trip to the class in a coherent series of events!
• Students will be able to interpret their results to determine which person or exercise 
lead to the greatest amount of cellular respiration!
• Students will be able to determine sources of error and how their experiment’s 
results could become more valid or accepted
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Rubric, markers, data collected on the field trip, pictures or videos taken on the field 
trip, poster board, tape/glue, computer, PowerPoint/Prezi/etc.
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will listen to the description of what they are going to complete to present 
to the class. Students will also obtain the rubric they will be assessed using to 
ensure they include all elements required. Students may create physical or 
electronic presentations.!
• Students will then present their data to the class as the group they participated in the 
field trip activity in (5E, Evaluate) (Contant, 2014).      
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students who have extensive anxiety may present their presentation to the teacher 
independently away from the rest of the class period. 
Language demands and language supports:      !
Mitochondria, cell, ATP, exercise, bromothymol blue, carbon dioxide
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Lesson Timeline:!
00:00-2:00 Directions on the day’s tasks and distribution of the rubric!
02:00-20:00 Creation of presentation boards/PowerPoints!
20:00-45:00 Presentation of material  
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Observations of students working in groups     !!
• Formal Assessment: Presentations by each student group will be performed 
using a rubric    
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 




Field Trip 5: Hidden Valley Animal Adventure!!
Location:!
! 2887 Royce Rd.!
! Varysburg, NY 14167!!
Cost/Requirements:!
• Group Trolley: $13 per student/teacher and $16 per additional parent/chaperone!
• Every 21st guest receives complementary visit!
• Small Animal Adventure Only:!
• $6 per student/teacher/chaperone for 45 minutes!
• Small Animal Demonstration:!
• $30 per half hour!
• A $200 deposit and final head count is due a week prior to scheduled visit!
• Cash or check only!
• A “rain or shine” experience. If inadequate weather, students will need to be dressed 
prepared to still participate!
• Students are able to bring a packed lunch or contact the staff at HVAA for additional 
“price friendly” dining options!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students will arrive to Hidden Valley Animal Adventure thirty minutes prior to the 
experience to ensure all students are able to take adequate bathroom breaks and 
load the covered trolleys. !
• Group Trolley: Lasts approximately an hour. Students will travel in a covered trolley 
while exploring the over 30 different species HVAA hosts from around the world. A 
guide will give students background information about the animals and the 
environments they come from. Each student will be given a cup of grain to interact 
and feed the animals throughout the experience. Trolleys are covered and wheel chair 
accessible. !
• Small Animal Adventure: Students will be allowed in the small animal enclosure with 
the smallest animals from the adventure farm. Running at, hitting, or being unkind to 
the animals will not be tolerated.!
• Small Animal Demonstration: A demonstration put on by HVAA staff and small animals 
from the property. Explanations and descriptions of the various animals will be given.!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to describe evolution and physical adaptations!
• Students will be able to analyze real life adaptations and their use!
• Students will support their analysis of adaptations on real organisms with research 
and elaborate with their findings!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 3.1f Species evolve over time. Evolution is the consequence of the interactions of (1) 
the potential for a species to increase its numbers, (2) the genetic variability of 
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offspring due to mutation and recombination of genes, (3) a finite supply of the 
resources required for life, and (4) the ensuing selection by the environment of those 
offspring better able to survive and leave offspring.!
• 3.1i Behaviors have evolved through natural selection. The broad patterns of behavior 
exhibited by organisms are those that have resulted in greater reproductive success.!!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Evolution!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will analyze different aspects of 
evolution and be introduced to the pieces of evidence supporting this theory.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 3.1f Species evolve over time. Evolution is the consequence of the interactions of (1) 
the potential for a species to increase its numbers, (2) the genetic variability of 
offspring due to mutation and recombination of genes, (3) a finite supply of the 
resources required for life, and (4) the ensuing selection by the environment of those 
offspring better able to survive and leave offspring.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify that species evolve due to changes in environment 
or genetics!
• Students will be able to explain different pieces of evidence used to explain the 
differentiation or evolution of a species over time.
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Animal Pictures, web-quest worksheets, guided notes, YouTube Video (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOfRN0KihOU)
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Groups of pictures of related but very different animals will be placed on the board. 
Students will have to discuss and determine ways that these animals are potentially 
related (Engage).!
• Koala and rat, Echidna and platypus, Elephant and Manatee!
• Students will explore the activity of relatedness and how organisms change over 
time through an evolution web-quest (Explore).!
• Students will take notes and watch videos to explain the process of evolution 
(Explain) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will participate with the web-quest online. Different formatting options will be 
available for students who need enlarged or spoken text. The notes are guided so 
students who struggle with reading and writing will have an easier time taking and 
understanding them.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Evolution, macromolecules, DNA, mutation, fossil, embryo
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Lesson Timeline:!





Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Educators will observe and listen to students as they 
participate in the engagement discussion and web-quest. Any misconceptions 
may be corrected and evaluation of student prior knowledge will be able to be 
gauged at this time.!
• Formal Assessment: N/A
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Name:____________________         
Period:___ 
Evolution WebQuest 
From Shara Carlson at Foster High School !
Part A:  Go to http://science.discovery.com/interactives/literacy/darwin/darwin.html.  Click on “Learn 
about Natural Selection.” Answer the questions below as you are able to. 
1. What was Charles Darwin’s theory on the driving force of evolution called? 
__________________ !
2. What are the parts of Darwin’s ideas? List them below: !!!
3. What does “survival of the fittest” mean? !
Part B: Answer questions 4-7 below as you set up “Darwin’s Evolution Game” in the beginning. DO 
NOT go through the game without answering the questions below in the beginning!!!!!!!!  
4. How would you describe your starting environment?  What kinds of landforms are present?   !
5. What kind of vegetation is there?  !
6. Anything else that is noteworthy? !
7. Draw your 3 starting variants of your species and describe why you chose the ones that you 
did in the table below.  What advantages did you think they might have over some of the 
other options? 
           Trial #1 !!!!!!





How long did your species survive on your first attempt? ______________ 
8.  Repeat the above until you make it to 1,000,000 years!!  What was different between the 
variants you chose the first time, and the ending population after a successful attempt? !!!
9.  Once your species has succeeded, take the quiz on the site and write in the letter to the correct 
responses below: !
1. ______2. _____  3._____  4._____  
5.____     6._____  7._____  
8._____9._____ 10.______   !!
!
11. What was the name of the guy 
pictured on the right page?
________________________ !
Part C:  Click here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewtw_nZUIDQ and watch the video clip “How 
do we know evolution happens?” Write a 5 sentence paragraph summary for the video clip.  !!!!!!!!!!
Part D: Investigate a variety of types of evidence for evolution. You are responsible for learning 
about: 
***Fossil evidence (based on paleontology, or the study of prehistoric life) 
***Anatomical evidence (in regards to structure and anatomy) 
***Molecular evidence (based on comparing DNA and protein molecules)  !
1. Look for websites in regards to your chosen specialty and find two specific examples of 
evidence for evolution for each category.  Make sure you use credible Web sites. 




Evidence of Evolution !
DNA / Macromolecules:!
• ____________ / ____________ (Macromolecules) :!
! – Compare organisms on a ___________________ level using _________& !
! ! _________!
! ! • Determining Relatedness!
! ! ! • _____________________ the strands of DNA from 2 or more !
! ! !   different organisms.!
! ! ! ! • The more base pairs that “________________” the more !
! ! ! ! ! related you are!
! ! ! • Differences in DNA sequences are caused by ________________ 
! ! ! ! ___________________!
! ! ! ! • Mutations that cause beneficial traits are passed on to !
! ! ! ! ! offspring.!
Example:!
1. Which organism is more related to a human and why?!
2. What evidence do you have to support your answer?!
!
Fossils:!
• Comparing present day organisms to extinct organisms looking for similarities.!
• ______________________ ____________________:!
! – Using _____________ _____________ to determine the ! ! ! !
! ! _____________________ _________ of fossils.!
! – _____________ layers are on the _____________ ,_____________ fossils on !
! ! the _____________!
Structural Evidence:!
• ______________________ ____________________:!
! – Similar features that originate from a _____________ _____________!
! – look _____________ and have different _____________!
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! – skeletal structures ( _____________ ) very similar and are derived from same !
! ! embryological structures!
! ! • Ex: Forelimbs of animals!
• ______________________ ____________________:!
! – Features that exist, but are!
           _________________________________!






! – Embryological __________________ repeats throughout evolutionary history!
! – Earliest stage of _________ and __________________!




Pre-Field Trip Lesson 2!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Evolution - Adaptations!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will explore different animal 
adaptations and learn how these are essential for survival.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 3.1f Species evolve over time. Evolution is the consequence of the interactions of (1) 
the potential for a species to increase its numbers, (2) the genetic variability of 
offspring due to mutation and recombination of genes, (3) a finite supply of the 
resources required for life, and (4) the ensuing selection by the environment of those 
offspring better able to survive and leave offspring.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to describe the cause and effect of animal adaptations.!
• Students will be able to analyze what possible adaptations may be used for.
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Color changing cups and pencils, Beak of Finch’s activity worksheets, guided notes 
and YouTube video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_YD0XU0TNU)
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will be able to play with color changing (due to heat) cups and pencils. 
Students will have to determine pros and cons to the changing color and relate how 
this could be related to animals (Engage).!
• Students will participate in the Beak of the Finch activity. Students will use different 
items to simulate different beaks that Finch’s may have. Students will realize that 
different beaks are proficient to pick up different items, although they all come from 
the same related genus of bird (Explore).!
• Students will take guided notes and watch related brief videos (Explain) (Contant, 
2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students with physical impairments may participate in the Beak’s of Finch’s activity 
with a partner. Notes are guided to assist students who struggle with reading and 
writing. 
Language demands and language supports:      !
Evolution, adaptation, behavioral, physiological, anatomical
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-5:00 Students will have time to interact with color changing cups and pencils and 
determine pros and cons for the change of color!
5:00-30:00 Beak’s of Finch’s activity!
30:00-45:00 Guided notes/video!
!
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: !!
• Formal Assessment: 
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Beak of the Finch Activity!
Name_____________________!
!
On the Galapagos Islands today there are 13 species of closely related finches. The 
birds are all about the same size (10–20 cm). The most important differences between 
species are in the size and shape of their beaks, and the beaks are highly adapted to 
different food sources. The birds are all brownish or black. Their behavior differs, and 
they have different song melodies. The current belief by scientists is that one species of 
finch arrived on the islands and evolved to fill the many niches that were not being filled 
by other birds. One species evolving to fill many different niches is an example of 
adaptive radiation.!
In August 2006 in the Journal 
Nature, a group led by Harvard 
biologist Clif Tabin showed that the 
beak shapes of Darwin's finches 
are due to slightly different timing 
and spatial expressions of a gene 
called calmodulin. Calmodulin is 
used by the developing embryo to 
help lay down skeletal features 
(including the beak) and using 
microarray data and early embryo 
staining from each of the species, 
this groups could show how the 
different beak shapes were 
obtained. His article does not 
explain how adaptive radiation 
may have changed calmodulin 
expression, only that this was the way that the beak changes were reached.!
Today you are going to participate in an activity designed to demonstrate how different 
adaptations help different birds in collecting different types of food.!
You will be given a tool used to represent a bird beak and will be asked to collect as 
much “food” as you can in a 30 second period. Then you will compare what how “birds” 




My tool _________________ !
Data table 1. what I collected: !





Average collected by each tool!
Analysis questions:!
1. Which tool collected the most seeds on average?!
2. What type of “seed” was it best at collecting?!
3. How do these different tools represent different adaptations?!
4. Which type of seed was the bird that collected the least amount of seeds best at 
collecting?!
5. If the environment changed such that the seed type from question #4 was more 
abundant, what do you think would happen to the population of that bird?!
6. Does having a different shape beak or different tool help reduce competition between 












• Inherited ___________________ that help an organism survive and reproduce within 
a particular environment.!
• Can be ______________________, ______________________, or 
______________________.!
Anatomical Adaptations!
• An ______________ physical feature that helps an organism adapt to its 
environment.!
• Examples:!
• Bill of a bird!
• Fur on a bear!
Behavioral Adaptations!






• Any ________________ ________________ ________________ that helps a plant 





Examples: For the following organisms identify each type of adaptation.!
' Organism #1: _________________________________!
! ○ Anatomical Adaptation:!
! ○ Behavioral Adaptation:!
! ○ Physiological Adaptation:!
' Organism #2: _________________________________!
! ○ Anatomical Adaptation:!
! ○ Behavioral Adaptation:!
! ○ Physiological Adaptation:!
' Organism #3: _________________________________!
! ○ Anatomical Adaptation:!
! ○ Behavioral Adaptation:!









Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Adaptation Analysis!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will research the adaptations 
they found on animals during the field trip and will present these findings to the class.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 3.1f Species evolve over time. Evolution is the consequence of the interactions of (1) 
the potential for a species to increase its numbers, (2) the genetic variability of 
offspring due to mutation and recombination of genes, (3) a finite supply of the 
resources required for life, and (4) the ensuing selection by the environment of those 
offspring better able to survive and leave offspring.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will analyze specific adaptations and describe the evolutionary track for the 
organism to obtain such adaptations
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Internet, computers, PowerPoint or Prezi
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will research one of the adaptations they identified on the field trip and 
determine its evolutionary track or related structures in other organisms (Elaborate).!
• Students will present these findings to the class (Evaluate) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students who struggle with anxiety may present their findings to the teacher 
individually. Presentation format may have little to no writing to support students who 
struggle with reading or writing.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Evolution, adaptation
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Teacher will observe and listen to students research 
and put together their presentation!!
• Formal Assessment: The information provided by students during their 
presentation wil be used as a formal assessment.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 











Identify one of the organisms with an adaptation from the field trip. You will do researh 
to determine when that adaptation came into existance and will explain the evolutionary 
process to the class. Make sure to only use reliable sources!!
!
Organism: __________________________ Adaptation: ________________________!
!
Climate and area the organism is natively found _______________________________!
















When was this species distinguished as it’s own? ______________________________!
!





Category 2 1 0
Organism/
Adaptation








Native climate listed 
and described




Description and use 
of adaptation 
described
Description or use 
of adaptation 
described
No description or 

































Field Trip 6: Letchworth State Park!!
Location:!
! 1 Letchworth State Park!
! Castile, NY 14427!!
Cost/Requirements:!
• $35 Non-profit bus entrance fee!
• $1 adult and $0.50 child museum donation fee!
• $50 half day and $100 whole day shelter rental!
• If a shelter rental is not completed, field trip members will have to dress for the 
weather. Although there are pavilions scattered throughout the park, there are no 
other four walled areas available!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students will arrive to the park and place their items in one of the rental shelters if 
obtained by the school. Students will then begin their morning with hiking the trails of 
Letchworth State Park to experience the ecosystem and environment they are in. 
Handicap accessible trails are also available so all students are able to participate (1 
hour).!
• Students will then participate in leaf and trash removal throughout an area of the park. 
Students will be provided gloves and trash bags to put their trash. Additionally, 
students will be given a table to record the types of trash and how much they collect 
(1 hour). !
• Students will discuss with each other the types of trash they collected. Students will 
determine what effects those types of trash can do to the ecosystem (30 min).!
• Students will eat the lunches they brought with them on the field trip (30 min).!
• After lunch, students will be able to identify invasive plant species and find them 
throughout a park area. After identification, students will be able to remove the 
invasive plant species and place them in an identified container for disposal (1 hour). !
• Students will identify through discussion how these invasive plant species could alter 
the ecosystem of Letchworth State Park (30 min).!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to determine how human activities can degrade ecosystems 
through pollution and how a loss of diversity can result. Real life examples of this 
concept will be observed.!
• Students will be able to identify what an invasive species is and how they effect 
ecosystems. Specifically, students will be able to identify invasive plants in the 
Letchworth State Park and determine their effect on the ecosystem.!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
7.2a Human activities that degrade ecosystems result in a loss of diversity of the living 
and nonliving environment. For example, the influence of humans on other organisms 
occurs through land use and pollution. Land use decreases the space and resources 
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available to other species, and pollution changes the chemical composition of air, soil, 
and water.!
7.2b When humans alter ecosystems either by adding or removing specific organisms, 
serious consequences may result. For example, planting large expanses of one crop 
reduces the biodiversity of the area.!!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Pollution !
Central Focus for the learning segment: Human activities sometimes alter the 
ecosystem in negative ways, mainly through pollution. These changes in the 
ecosystem change the sustainability of the land for resident organisms.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
7.2a Human activities that degrade ecosystems result in a loss of diversity of the living 
and nonliving environment. For example, the influence of humans on other organisms 
occurs through land use and pollution. Land use decreases the space and resources 
available to other species, and pollution changes the chemical composition of air, soil, 
and water.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students should be able to describe negative human interactions with the 
ecosystem and determine their impacts on the environment. 
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Computers, paper with polluted or not polluted written on it, https://www3.epa.gov/
carbon-footprint-calculator/, lined paper
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will provide ideas to be listed on the board including prior ideas or 
knowledge of pollution (Engage).!
• Students will go to an open area and be divided into three groups (producers, 
vegetarians, and carnivores). Pieces of paper will be on the ground, turned upside 
down, indicating whether there is pollution present in that area. First, the producers 
will stand on a piece of paper. Next, the herbivore and carnivores will link to the 
initial producer. Finally, the producer will look under his or her piece of paper and 
determine if all of the linked “family” is polluted or not. If the family stood on a 
pollution piece of paper, they are “killed” and the second round begins (Explore). 
(http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/protecting-our-
planet.cfm)!
• Students will come back to the classroom and discuss the event and how a single 
piece of pollution will effect an entire ecosystem with notes (Explain).!
• Students will then go on the EPA website to determine their family’s carbon 
emissions (air pollution). From their data, the students will determine ways in which 
they could reduce their carbon emissions. The discussion of the student’s emissions 





5:00-20:00 Explore pollution activity!
20:00-30:00 Explain notes!
30:00-45:00 EPA website/conclusion write-up  
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
The pollution activity is handicap assessable for all students with physical disabilities. 
Students with learning disabilities may write and turn in their final assessment piece 
electronically since they will already be using the computers for the previous activity. 
Spell check will help any students who need writing support. 
Language demands and language supports:      !
Emissions, pollution, ecosystem, producer, herbivore, carnivore
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student discussions during the pollution activity and 
engage activity will be used as formative assessments.   !!
• Formal Assessment: The final writing piece about how large a student’s 
carbon emission footprint is and how they can reduce it will be used.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Human Impact on the Environment Notes !
Pollution: 
❖ Pollution is the ________________________ of something into the environment 
which has a _____________________ or poisonous affect. 
❖ “Every year in the U.S. factories release over 3 million tons of toxic chemicals into 




? Air pollution occurs when we introduce __________ or 
__________________________ into the ___________________________ that 
harm us and all other life on Earth 
? Some different types of air pollution include: 
• __________ Rain 
• Greenhouse ______________  
• Smog  
• Ozone _____________________ 
? Smog is a combination of the words _______________ and ___________ 
because smog is literally a smoky fog that hangs in the air. 
? Smog is created by the burning of _______________  _______________, which 
occurs in industrial plants, ________________________, and more. 
? In areas where there is more ______________________ and cars we see 
___________ smog 
? Smog can get into people’s _______________ and cause damage just like 
smoking would, it blocks out ___________________ plants and organisms need 
to survive, and it causes changes in _____________ 
!
Land Pollution: 
? We pollute the land in many different ways: 
• Our _______________________ which creates landfills 
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• Industries dump ________________________ wastes  
• Agriculture poisons the soil with _______________________, fertilizers, 
and other chemicals 
• __________________ kills helpless animals 
!
? Consequences of land pollution are dire . . . 
• Chemicals that pollute the land can lead to ____________________ 
problems, skin irritation, birth defects, and _________________ in 
humans and animals 
• We are running out of space to store our garbage because it takes a very 
long time for certain materials to _________________  _______________ 
• Land pollution can run off into __________________ and 
___________________ which will run into the oceans and start 
destroying ______________________ ecosystems 
• We are losing ________________________ in any ecosystem where 
pollution is present  
!
Water Pollution: 
? Water pollution is any chemical, physical or biological change in the quality of 
water that has a harmful effect on any living thing that ________________ or 
uses or ______________ (in) it 
? There are several different types of water pollutants: 
• __________________ causing agents such as bacteria, protozoa, viruses, 
and parasites 
• Oxygen-demanding ___________________ 
• Nitrates or phosphates 
• Organic compounds such as ___________ and _______________________ 
• Suspended ________________________ which limits light from getting 
through the water 
• ________________________ compounds that can cause cancer 
Source: http://www.bcs1.org/webpages/kcappella/livingenvironment.cfm?subpage=17107!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 2!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Invasive Species !
Central Focus for the learning segment: The introduction of not native plants and 
animals to an ecosystem can change or alter the habitat for native species. 
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
7.2b When humans alter ecosystems either by adding or removing specific organisms, 
serious consequences may result. For example, planting large expanses of one crop 
reduces the biodiversity of the area.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students should be able to describe negative impacts of invasive plant and animal 
species on different environments. 
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Invasive species sheets, construction paper, sticky notes, guided notes
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Pictures of invasive species (plants and animals) will be on the board. Students will 
have to list similarities and differences to try and determine what all the species 
have in common (Engage).!
• Students will obtain different fact sheets about invasive species. Students will read 
their fact sheet and write important information on a piece of construction paper. 
Once students are completed, they will rotate through each group’s poster and write 
sticky notes about surprises or additional facts they may know (Explore). Students 
should be able to connect that all species are invasive or take over areas that they 
are not native to.!
• Students will take guided notes to support their learning (Explain).!
• Students will be assessed in a ticket out the door where they have to write the 
definition of an invasive species and provide an example of why they are detrimental 
to an ecosystem.
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
The notes are provided in skeleton form for students who struggle with reading or 
writing. Readings are provided in different levels for students at different reading 
levels. 





5:00-30:00 Think Group Share with Sticky Notes!
30:00-40:00 Guided Notes!
40:00-45:00 Ticket out the Door 
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Students working on the Think Group Share with Sticky 
Note activity. Teachers can monitor and correct any misconceptions they hear 
throughout.   !!
• Formal Assessment: Teachers can assess student learning and any 
misconceptions or areas that need to be retaught.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 















? You might think that releasing a new species into an area that was not its 
original habitat would increase the biodiversity, but it actually has the opposite 
affect. 
? Invasive species have no natural _______________________ and will 
_______________ on native organisms 
? This disrupts the food ___________, kills off the ______________ species, and 
creates more ________________________  
? One of the worst things about invasive species is the techniques we have tried 
to use to get rid of them 
? The most effective way to control species populations is through 
______________________, that uses chemical _________________ to attract 
the organism 
? We have also tried breeding and releasing _____________________, but that is 






Field Trip Activities 
Leaf and Trash Removal 
!
Please provide the types and amount of trash you pick up. After completing the trash 
pick up, you will compare what types of trash you picked up with a partner and 
determine the potential consequences of this pollution on the ecosystem. !






Invasive Species Record Sheet !
Below are three invasive species found in Letchworth State Park. Identify the 
organisms or find your own by using your phones to identify other invasive species in 















Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Debate !
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will be debating what is worse for 
an ecosystem, pollution or invasive species.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
7.2a Human activities that degrade ecosystems result in a loss of diversity of the living 
and nonliving environment. For example, the influence of humans on other organisms 
occurs through land use and pollution. Land use decreases the space and resources 
available to other species, and pollution changes the chemical composition of air, soil, 
and water.!
7.2b When humans alter ecosystems either by adding or removing specific organisms, 
serious consequences may result. For example, planting large expanses of one crop 
reduces the biodiversity of the area.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify the repercussions of both pollution and invasive 
species.!
• Students will be able to use higher level reasoning to compare and contrast the 
effects of pollution and invasive species and determine which is more detrimental to 
an ecosystem
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:     !
Guided notes from the pre-field trip lessons and the data collection sheets that were 
completed on the field trip.
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will begin by discussing their results of pollutants and invasive species 
found while on the field trip to Letchworth State Park!
• Students will then split into two groups and be assigned invasive species or 
pollutants. The two groups will build a case, with reasoning, which variables is worse 
for an environment (Elaborate).!
• The two groups will hold a debate with the teacher as moderator to determine if one 
variable is worse than another for an ecosystem (Evaluate).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will be divided into two groups. Each group will contain varying level of 
abilities so that all students are able to support the group using their various strengths. 




0:00-5:00 Field Trip Overview!
5:00-25:00 Building an Argument!
25:00-45:00 Debate  
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: The teacher will observe students working in groups to 
determine which variable, pollutants or invasive species is more detrimental to 
an ecosystem.!!
• Formal Assessment: The debate which is held between students will be used 
as a formal assessment. A participation grade may be given in addition to 
knowing exactly what information students know and how they use it in context.
 
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Field Trip 7: Maple Moon Farms, LLC!!
Location:!
! 1058 Attica-Gulf Rd!
! Attica, NY 14011!!
Cost/Requirements:!
• No cost requirements for students or faculty!
• Participants will have opportunities to taste or buy maple products from the vender!
• Food allergies should be taken into consideration prior to the arrival at this location!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students are met inside the farm shop and offered free samples while initial questions 
are answered regarding products or the operation!
• Students will then load on a wagon for a 30 minute tour to the sugar house; located 
approximately 0.5 miles back in woods!
• At the sugar house, the history of Maple Moon Farm’s operation is explained. As 
students walk inside, staff will explain the operation of equipment such as the vacuum 
and Reverse Osmosis (RO) process. Samples are given to students of raw sap and 
sap that has only been run through RO!
• Next, students will advance to the arch and be explained the process of evaporation. 
The arch will be opened for students to see the fire box and flues. Occasionally, 
students will have the opportunity to taste fresh maple syrup right off the arch before it 
is stored in drums!
• Final questions are answered and typically the next round of students are waiting for a 
tour!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to identify the processes of osmosis and what occurs during 
each process!
• Students will be able to identify where the processes of diffusion and osmosis are 
used to create materials for everyday life!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 1.2g Each cell is covered by a membrane that performs a number of important 
functions for the cell. These include: separation from its outside environment, 
controlling which molecules enter and leave the cell, and recognition of chemical 
signals. The processes of diffusion and active transport are important in the 
movement of materials in and out of cells.!!!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Osmosis!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will visually and linguistically 
learn about osmosis and diffusion.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.2g Each cell is covered by a membrane that performs a number of important 
functions for the cell. These include: separation from its outside environment, 
controlling which molecules enter and leave the cell, and recognition of chemical 
signals. The processes of diffusion and active transport are important in the 
movement of materials in and out of cells.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify osmosis as a type of diffusion!
• Students will be able to identify that water in osmosis goes from high to low 
concentration
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
eggs, liquid egg whites, water, vinegar, maple syrup, cups, triple beam balance, string, 
ruler, guided notes, lab handout, YouTube video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Ptmlvtei8hw)
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• At the end of the previous days lesson, students will place three eggs in vinegar. By 
the next day, the egg shell will be removed and just the membrane will be present. 
Students will be able to observe and touch their eggs while responding to the 
question, what do membranes do for cells? (Engage).!
• Next, students will complete the shell-less egg lab. Students will explore what occurs 
to the egg when it is placed into different solutions (Explore).!
• Students will be given notes and watch videos which explain osmosis (Explain).!
• Students will then write a conclusion, referencing data collected in the lab, on what 
occurred to each egg in the lab experiment (Evaluation) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students who have physical disabilities may work in a group to help facilitate the 
activities in the lab. Notes are guided so students who struggle with writing are 
assisted. All three learning methods are included: visual, kinesthetic, and auditory.
Language demands and language supports:      !




0:00-5:00 Engage in the egg membrane!
5:00-45:00 Engage in Day 1 of lab!
Day 2:!





Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Listening to student conversations throughout the 
laboratory will allow the teacher to determine student knowledge and 
understanding throughout the process.!
• Formal Assessment: The conclusions about what occurred to each egg in the 
laboratory experiment will be the formal assessment for this lesson. Students 
should be able to identify the correct term of diffusion or osmosis as occurring 
in each of the egg scenarios in the lab.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 




What will happen to eggs (cells) that are separately placed in syrup, distilled water, and 
liquid egg whites?!
If I place an egg in syrup, then __________________________, because 
________________________________________________________________. !
If I place an egg in distilled water, then ____________________, because 
________________________________________________________________. !
If I place an egg in liquid egg whites, then __________________, because 
____________________________________            ______________________.!
!
Day 1 – Initial Observations and Set Up!
1.Take the three cups and label them “syrup”, “distilled water”, and “liquid egg whites”, 
respectively.!
2. Take the three eggs with shells dissolved by vinegar, and place an egg in each cup.!
3. Measure circumference (in centimeters) of the “syrup” egg. Record in the data table.!
*For circumference, wrap a piece of string around the width of the egg until both ends 
meet. Then straighten the string and align against a ruler to record the circumference.!
4. Measure mass (in grams) of the “syrup” egg. Record in the data table.!
5. Measure circumference (in centimeters) of the “distilled water” egg. Record in the 
data table.!
6. Measure mass (in grams) of the “distilled water” egg. Record in the data table.!
7. Measure circumference (in centimeters) of the “liquid egg whites” egg. Record in the 
data table.!
8. Measure mass (in grams) of the “liquid egg whites” egg. Record in the data table. 9. 
Gently place each egg back into their proper cups.!
10. Cover the “corn syrup” egg with corn syrup, completely filling it. If the egg floats in 
the corn syrup, add a small amount of corn syrup into a plastic sandwich bag and place 
over egg to add weight on top of it.!
11. Cover the other two eggs with their respective solution.!
12. Let the eggs soak in their cups overnight.!
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!
Day 2 – Final Observations and Clean Up!
1. Gently remove each egg from their respective beaker. Gently rinse the eggs that 
were in the corn syrup and liquid egg whites under running water.!
2. Gently dry all three eggs by blotting with a paper towel.!
3. Measure the circumference in centimeters and mass in grams for each egg just as 
you did previously. Record in the data table.!
4. Calculate in the data table the CHANGE in circumference and mass for each egg. 
Record in the data table.!
CHANGE = Final Circumference – Initial Circumference AND!
CHANGE = Final Mass – Initial Mass!
Note: Be sure to include a (+) sign if it is a positive change or a (-) sign if it is a negative 
change. !
5. Calculate the PERCENT CHANGE in circumference and mass for each egg using the 
formula below. Record in the data table.!
Percent Change = Final circumference − Initial circumference × 100 Initial 
circumference!
AND!


























Diffusion and Osmosis 
Student Guided Notes !
Importance of Water 
Why is water so important? 
1. All the chemical reactions in living things take place in water _________________. 
2. Organisms use water to transport materials through their bodies. 
•Plants use water to ____________minerals and sugars between roots and leaves. 
3. The large percentage of water in living things acts like an ___________________. 
4. The water in a cell helps keep its temperature _________________________, which 
allows life-sustaining chemical reactions to take place. 
!
Cell Membrane 
Cells take in food, and oxygen, from their environment and release waste material. 
•A cell has a membrane around it that works like a window screen. 
A cell’s membrane is _________________________   _________________________.  
-Allows some things to enter or leave the cell while keeping other things 
______________________ or ______________________the cell.  
–Cell membranes will allow ___________________ molecules like O2, H20 and, CO2, to pass 
through.  
–Cell membranes ______________   ______________ allow larger molecules like Sucrose, and 
Starch. to pass through. 
Passive Transport 
How things move through a cell membrane depends on: 
• The size of the particles. 
•The path taken through the membrane.  
•Whether or not energy is used. 
•The ________________________of substances through the cell membrane without the input of 
energy is called ___________________   transport. 








1.  Diffusion 
!
Molecules in solids, liquids, and gases move constantly. 
•This random movement of molecules from one area, where there are more of them into another 
area, where there are fewer of them is called ______________________  
•Example: Food Coloring and Water 
!
Equilibrium 
•Molecules of a substance will continue to move from area into another until the number of these 
molecules is ____________________ in the two areas. 
• When this occurs, equilibrium is reached and diffusion stops. 
!
!




Water molecules move by diffusion _____________and ________________of cells.  
!
Osmosis is the passage of water from a region of high water concentration 
_____________________ a semi-permeable membrane to a region of low water concentration. 
•If the area surrounding the cell has a lower concentration of water molecules than inside the 
cell, the cell will lose water by ____________________. 
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•If the area surrounding the cell has a higher concentration of water molecules than inside the 




Why do carrots in salt water become limp? 
•When there is a lower concentration of water molecules surrounding the carrot cells, 
water is lost from inside the cells. The cell membrane comes away from its 
_________________   _________________.  




Why do carrots stay crisp in pure water? 
•When there is a higher concentration of water surrounding the carrot cells than inside 
the cell, water moves into the cells.  
•The cells would ________________ with water.  
•Their cell membranes press against their cell walls. 




Diffusion is the movement of molecules from one area where there is more of them into another 
area where there is fewer of them. 
!
Osmosis is the passage of water from a region of high water concentration through a semi-







Please complete the following graphic organizer while attending the field trip to Maple 




Sap Run Through 
Reverse Osmosis 
(RO) Only 







Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Osmosis/Diffusion Real World Applications and Discussion!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will participate in research to 
determine areas of life where diffusion or osmosis occur, other than in the maple syrup 
making process.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.2g Each cell is covered by a membrane that performs a number of important 
functions for the cell. These include: separation from its outside environment, 
controlling which molecules enter and leave the cell, and recognition of chemical 
signals. The processes of diffusion and active transport are important in the 
movement of materials in and out of cells.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to apply their knowledge of diffusion and osmosis to real world 
scenarios which contain such processes!
• Students will upload to VoiceThread and be able to explain the information they 
collected to peers!
• Students will peer review each other’s materials 
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Computer, internet access, VoiceThread application, PowerPoint
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will identify an area where osmosis, diffusion, or reverse osmosis occur to 
create a product or are necessary for the process of an item (Elaborate).!
• Students will present this information to the class electronically through the 
VoiceThread application. Students will upload a PowerPoint including relevant 
information and a voice over for each slide. Students will have to comment on their 
peers’ VoiceThreads on the information they provided (Evaluate) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will be able to record their information on a computer interface so that 
spelling and grammar check are available for students who struggle with writing. The 
voiceover option will also help this group of students. Research articles may be used 
with any reading level to help students with reading difficulties.
Language demands and language supports:      !




0:00-45:00 Preparation of Research !
Day 2!
0:00-30:00 Creation and upload of VoiceThread!
30:00-45:00 Commenting on Peer’s Uploads!!
!
!
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Teacher observation of students throughout the 
research process.!
• Formal Assessment:Evaluation of student VoiceThreads and their peer 
evaluations.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 





Other than maple syrup production, diffusion and osmosis occur in the production of 
many products we use in our daily lives. Research one product who’s production uses 
diffusion or osmosis and answer the following questions.!
1. What is the name of the product who’s production uses diffusion or osmosis?!
2. In what way is diffusion used in the production of this product?!
3. What material(s) are diffusing? Describe the concentration differences.!
4. What would the implications be if diffusion or osmosis was removed from the 
production of this product?!
!
Once all four questions have been answered, you will create a powerpoint describing an 
outline of your responses from questions 1-4 above. The powerpoint must be detailed 
and creative including the following points:!
• The answers to questions 1-4 above!
• At least 1 picture on every slide!
• A title and reference slide!
• Bullet points rather than complete sentences!
!
You will upload this Powerpoint to VoiceThread where you will create a voice-over to 
read and explain the PowerPoint. Additional directions for uploading and adding voice-
overs will be provided. !
Once your PowerPoint is uploaded, you must comment on two peers uploaded 
presentations. Your comments may include surprise facts, additional information, or 
critiques which are necessary for the validity of the presentation. 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Field Trip 8: Silver Lake State Park!!
Location:!
! 4229 West Lake Rd!
! Castile, New York 14427! !!
Cost/Requirements:!
• A $6.00 vehicle entry fee will be charged to every vehicle entering the park!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students will be released from the bus to begin partaking in their research. Students 
will be given one hour to collect data and gather information pertaining to their 
research question.!
• Students will be bringing their own lunches to eat. Picnic tables are available for use 
at the state park.!
• After lunch, students will continue and complete collecting their data. Analysis and 
conclusions can be made back in the classroom setting.!!
Objectives:!
• Students will partake in their own research study, using data and information collected 
from Silver Lake State Park.!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 1.1a Scientific explanations are built by combining evidence that can be observed with 
what people already know about the world.!
• 1.2a Inquiry involves asking questions and locating, interpreting, and processing 
information from a variety of sources.!
• 2.2a Development of a research plan involves researching background information 
and understanding the major concepts in the area being investigated. 
Recommendations for methodologies, use of technologies, proper equipment, and 
safety precautions should also be included.!
• 2.3a Hypotheses are predictions based upon both research and observation.!
• 3.1a Interpretation of data leads to development of additional hypotheses, the 
formulation of generalizations, or explanations of natural phenomena.!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Research Basics!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will learn how research studies 
are set up and initiated.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.1a Scientific explanations are built by combining evidence that can be observed 
with what people already know about the world.!
• 1.2a Inquiry involves asking questions and locating, interpreting, and processing 
information from a variety of sources.!
• 2.2a Development of a research plan involves researching background information 
and understanding the major concepts in the area being investigated. 
Recommendations for methodologies, use of technologies, proper equipment, and 
safety precautions should also be included.!
• 2.3a Hypotheses are predictions based upon both research and observation.!
• 3.1a Interpretation of data leads to development of additional hypotheses, the 
formulation of generalizations, or explanations of natural phenomena.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to list the steps and explain each in the process of research
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Research image, Spongebob activity worksheet, Guided Notes
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will be shown the spontaneous generation image from their notes. 
Students will discuss what is being researched and possible outcomes/results as 
well as errors (Engage).!
• Students will complete the Spongebob practice task. Many students have 
background or can write experiments without realizing the steps they are producing. 
This worksheet will show students how much they already know (Explore).!
• Students will take notes to understand the different aspects of research (Explain).!
• Students will go back and correct, label the different steps of their Spongebob 
design (Evaluate) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Notes are guided to help students who struggle with reading and writing.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Independent/Dependent/Control variable, hypothesis, conclusion
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-5:00 Explore research image!
5:00-25:00 Spongebob Experiment!
25:00-40:00 Guided Notes!
40:00-45:00 Correct/ label initial experiment 
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student discussions and Spongebob activity will be 
observed for initial understanding and possible misconceptions.!
• Formal Assessment: The corrected Spongebob design will be used to 
determine how much students learned throughout the lesson.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Scientific Method Bikini Bottom Experiments!!
Name ________________________!!!
The Bikini Bottom gang loves science class and wanted to do a little research. Read the 
description for each experiment and use your knowledge of the scientific method to 
answer the questions.!!
(1) Flower Power!
! SpongeBob loves to garden and wants to grow lots of pink flowers for his pal 
Sandy. He bought a special Flower Power fertilizer to see if will help plants produce 
more flowers. He plants two plants of the same size in separate containers with the 
same amount of potting soil. He places one plant in a sunny window and waters it every 
day with fertilized water. He places the other plant on a shelf in a closet and waters it 
with plain water every other day.!!
What did SpongeBob do wrong in this experiment? Explain.!!!




The Science of Biology!!
• Biology – the study of life. It is the science that seeks to understand the living world. 
The goal of science is to investigate and understand the natural world, to explain 
events in the natural world, and to use those explanations to make useful predictions. 
Science is an organized way of using evidence to learn about the natural world. 
Observation is the process of gathering information about events or processes in a 
careful, orderly way. !
• Data is the information gathered from observations. !
• An inference is a logical interpretation based on prior knowledge or experience. !
• A hypothesis is a proposed scientific explanation for a set of observations. A 
hypothesis must be in the form of a statement, not in the form of a question.!!!
!Whenever possible, a hypothesis should be tested by an experiment in which only one 
variable is changed at a time. All other variables should be kept unchanged, or 
controlled.!
• Dependent Variable - Variable dependent on the changing of another!
• Independent Variable - What the scientist changes to see effects of!
• Control Variable - Variables which remain the same to ensure they have no influence 
over the results!!!
Designing an Experiment!
1. Identify the problem to be solved by asking a question!
2. Form a hypothesis (educated guess) – must be in the form of a statement!
3. Set up a controlled experiment – the independent variable is the one that is 
manipulated or changed; the dependent variable is what we observe changing in 
response to the manipulated variable!
4.  Record and analyze results – collect observations and data!
5.  Draw a conclusion – use data to evaluate the hypothesis and make a conclusion!!!
Repeating Investigations!
It is necessary to repeat experiments/investigations to show the results are the same!
each time and ensure the results are reliable. Experiments should have a large sample 
size to increase precision.!!!
Example: Redi’s experiment on spontaneous generation (life from nonliving). In 1668, 
Francesco Redi challenged the idea of spontaneous generation using jars with meat 
(uncovered, covered, and with a gauze covering). It showed that maggots appeared on 
the meat when uncovered but not on meat when covered.!!!
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!!!
In the 1700s, John Needham challenged Redi’s work, claiming spontaneous generation 
could occur under the right conditions. He boiled gravy to kill microorganisms but days 
later the gravy was filled with microorganisms. Lazzaro Spallanzani read about both 
experiments and showed microorganisms will not grow in boiled gravy when the flask is 
sealed but will grow when the flask is open. Many scientists argued his experiment was 





Pre-Field Trip Lesson 2!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Research Set-Up!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will design their own research 
study to be performed on the field trip.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.1a Scientific explanations are built by combining evidence that can be observed 
with what people already know about the world.!
• 1.2a Inquiry involves asking questions and locating, interpreting, and processing 
information from a variety of sources.!
• 2.2a Development of a research plan involves researching background information 
and understanding the major concepts in the area being investigated. 
Recommendations for methodologies, use of technologies, proper equipment, and 
safety precautions should also be included.!
• 2.3a Hypotheses are predictions based upon both research and observation.!
• 3.1a Interpretation of data leads to development of additional hypotheses, the 
formulation of generalizations, or explanations of natural phenomena.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will set up their own research experiment to perform on the field trip to 
Silver Lake State Park. Students will use the steps learned in the previous lesson to 
set up their research experiment.
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Research rubric
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will use their prior knowledge of research design to create their own 
research experiment to perform at Silver Lake State Park. A rubric will be provided to 
students for what they need to include for their pre, during, and post field trip 
lessons. Students will be reminded of ethical considerations as well as be informed 
of possible activities to initiate their creativity in designing their research experiment 
(Elaborate-Planning) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students will be paired and will be able to choose their own research topics; students 
should be interested in their topics. The rubric is present so students are able to check 
their own work for possible errors or missing components.
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-45:00 Design Research Experiment 
Language demands and language supports:      !
Independent/Dependent/Control variable, hypothesis, conclusion
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student observations and assistance from the teacher 
will be used as informal assessments. If many students are unable to perform 
one section, brief reteaching or reminders may be necessary.!
• Formal Assessment: N/A
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Field Trip Activities!




• Bait, size, behavior, type!
• Kayaking!





Points Possible Points Received
Pre Field Trip
Name/Lab Title 2
Statement of Problem/Purpose 
of Lab 1
Hypothesis 1
List of Variables (independent, 
dependent, control) 3
Materials List 2
Procedures (be specific) 2







Graphs (if applicable) 2
Calculation Formula Included 1
Calculation Accurate 1
Units Labeled Appropriately 1
Error Analysis 1
Conclusion (stating purpose, 
results and possible errors) 3
Considerations
Correct Spelling, Capitalization 
and Punctuation 2
Typed or Written in Pen, 
Graphs Created with Rulers 2
Total: 22
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Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Research Conclusions!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will analyze data and make 
conclusions about the research they performed at Silver Lake State Park.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 1.1a Scientific explanations are built by combining evidence that can be observed 
with what people already know about the world.!
• 1.2a Inquiry involves asking questions and locating, interpreting, and processing 
information from a variety of sources.!
• 2.2a Development of a research plan involves researching background information 
and understanding the major concepts in the area being investigated. 
Recommendations for methodologies, use of technologies, proper equipment, and 
safety precautions should also be included.!
• 2.3a Hypotheses are predictions based upon both research and observation.!
• 3.1a Interpretation of data leads to development of additional hypotheses, the 
formulation of generalizations, or explanations of natural phenomena.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will use the data they collected on the field trip to analyze and make 
conclusions regarding their initial research question and hypothesis.!
• Students will complete a research report (typed or written in pen) using the rubric 
they were given during pre-field trip lesson 2.
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Research rubric, calculators, computers or pens
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will use the rubric and data collected on the field trip to analyze and make 
conclusions regarding their initial research question and hypothesis. Students will 
then use the rubric to complete a lab report. All sections of the rubric should be 
completed (other than possible graphs). The report must be typed or written in ink 
(Evaluate) (Contant, 2014)
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students may use a word processing program with spelling and grammar check to 
help students with writing or reading difficulties. Teacher assistance is available to all 
students throughout for clarification of the rubric or analysis of data. 
Language demands and language supports:      !
Independent/Dependent/Control variable, hypothesis, conclusion
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-45:00 Create Research Report 
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student observations and assistance from the teacher 
will be used as informal assessments.!
• Formal Assessment: Research Report
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Field Trip 9: Tonawanda Creek!!
Location:!
! Various entrances throughout Genesee and Wyoming Counties!!
Cost/Requirements:!
• No cost or requirements!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Students will compare underwater plant species photosynthesis with land plant 
species. Students will need to enter shallow places of the creek to obtain water plant 
samples, so water proof shoes or sandals need to be worn.!!
Objectives:!
•Students will be able to describe the process of photosynthesis and identify that the 
process occurs in plants and some single celled organisms.!
•Students will be able to identify chloroplasts as being the organelle where the 
photosynthesis process occurs.!
•Students will be able to measure the amount of photosynthesis occurring in water and 
land based plant species!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 5.1b Plant cells and some one-celled organisms contain chloroplasts, the site of 
photosynthesis. The process of photosynthesis uses solar energy to combine the 
inorganic molecules carbon dioxide and water into energy-rich organic compounds 
(e.g., glucose) and release oxygen to the environment.!!!
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!
Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Chloroplast Introduction!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will learn the process of 
photosynthesis.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 5.1b Plant cells and some one-celled organisms contain chloroplasts, the site of 
photosynthesis. The process of photosynthesis uses solar energy to combine the 
inorganic molecules carbon dioxide and water into energy-rich organic compounds 
(e.g., glucose) and release oxygen to the environment.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to describe the process of photosynthesis and identify that the 
process occurs in plants and some single celled organisms.!
• Students will be able to identify chloroplasts as being the organelle where the 
photosynthesis process occurs.
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Styrofoam pieces, saran-wrap, computer, internet, web-quest worksheet, guided notes 
handout, bromothymol blue, exit ticket
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will begin class by looking at circular styrofoam pieces connected in stacks 
by saran-wrap. Students will brainstorm what these could represent in a cell 
(Engage)!
• Students will complete a web-quest to determine details about photosynthesis 
(Explore)!
• Students will complete notes about photosynthesis (Explain) !
• The teacher will demonstrate to students that blowing into bromothymol blue will 
change the color from blue to yellow. Students will identify that carbon dioxide is 
being blown from the mouth to change the color and be able to practice this concept 
(Explore 2)!
• Students will be assessed on the information learned in the two day lesson by 
completing an exit ticket (Evaluation) (Contant, 2014).
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Notes are guided to help students who struggle with reading and writing. The 
webquest is done on a computer so students may translate or have transcipt services 















Language demands and language supports:      !
Photosynthesis, ATP, NADPH, chloroplast, water, carbon dioxide
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: The webquest will be used to determine student 
progress throughout the lesson.!
• Formal Assessment: The exit ticket will be used to formally assess student 
learning.
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 





Prior Knowledge Questions (Do these BEFORE using the Gizmo.)!
1. What does a plant need to survive and grow?!
!
2. What does an animal need to survive and grow?!
!
3. How do animals and plants depend on each other?!
!
Gizmo Warm-up: The Cell Energy Cycle GizmoTM illustrates two processes that are 
essential to life: photosynthesis and cellular respiration.!
Although both of these reactions involve a series of complex steps, the basic reactants 
and products in each process are four relatively simple molecules.!
1. What is the chemical formula of oxygen? !
!
2. Glucose is a simple sugar. What is the chemical formula of glucose?!
!
3. What is the chemical formula of carbon dioxide? !
!
4. What is the chemical formula of water?!
!
Introduction: Photosynthesis occurs in the chloroplast, an organelle found in plant and 
algae cells. Within the chloroplast, a green pigment called chlorophyll converts the 
radiant energy of sunlight into chemical energy that the plant can use.!
Question: What are the reactants and products of photosynthesis?!
1. Predict: Of the molecules shown on the CHEMICALS pane, which do you think are 
reactants (ingredients) in photosynthesis? Which do you think are products?!
!
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Reactants: _________________________ Products: ___________________________!
2. Explore: Drag each molecule from the CHEMICALS pane to the chloroplast on the 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS pane. If a molecule is a reactant, it will stay in the chloroplast. 
Which molecules are reactants in photosynthesis? !
!
3. Observe: Click Add light and look at the Output. What are the products of 
photosynthesis?!
!
4. Summarize: A chemical equation shows reactants on the left side of an arrow, and 
products on the right, like this: reactant + reactant—>product + product.!
Based on your observations, what is the chemical equation for photosynthesis?!
!
Turn on Show chemical equation to check. Were you correct? Check answers!
!
5. Challenge: A chemical equation is balanced when each side of the equation includes 
the same number of each type of atom.!
A. Is the equation balanced as written? Why or why not?!
!
B. If you are familiar with balancing equations, balance the photosynthesis equation. 









Photosynthesis: Process by which light energy is captured and stored as chemical 
energy in the form of carbohydrates (sugars).!
6 CO2      +       6 H2O  —->   C6H12O6     +    6O2!
carbon dioxide   water   light     glucose            oxygen!
!
Photosynthesis takes place in two sets of reactions:!
1. Energy capturing step!
2. Food making step!!
Where?: Takes place in chloroplasts, pigment containing organelles found in leaves!
Thylakoids- membranes arranged as flattened sacs !
Grana- stacks of thylakoids!
Stroma- solution-filled space between grana stacks !
Thylakoid space- space inside thylakoid sacs!!
Thylakoids contain pigments (compounds that absorb light) !
! Light is either absorbed, transmitted, or reflected. !
! The color you see is the wavelength that is reflected. !
! The color you don’t see is the wavelength absorbed.!!
Pigments important to photosynthesis:!
Chlorophyll a- absorbs red wavelength, reflects green !
Chlorophyll b- absorbs blue wavelength, reflects green!
! (funnels blue light energy to chlorophyll a)!
Carotenoids- absorbs green wavelength, reflects brown & orange!
! (funnels this energy to chlorophyll a)!!
Chlorophyll a is the only pigment directly involved in photosynthesis. The other 
pigments are accessory pigments, which allow the chloroplast to absorb a broader 
spectrum of light energy.!
Stomata: openings (pores) in the bottom of the leaf through which carbon dioxide 
enters and water and oxygen exit!
Photosynthesis takes place in two sets of reactions:!
1. Light dependent reactions: Energy capturing step which takes place in thylakoids.!
! Capture the sun’s energy and convert it into chemical forms usable by the cell:!
• ATP- stores energy in its phosphate bonds 
• NADPH- molecule carrying high energy electrons which will be used at another 
location 
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! ! NADP+ + 2 high energy e- + H+ —> NADPH !
• Uses H2O and releases O2 as a by-product 
2. Light independent reactions: Food making step which takes place in stroma.!
! The light independent reactions are known as the Calvin Cycle.!
! Uses the energy captured by the light dependent reactions to produce !
! carbohydrates (sugar) from CO2!
!
Light Dependent Reactions:!
Light energy captured as chemical energy of NADPH and ATP!
Where does it occur? Thylakoid membrane!
Structures involved:!
• Photosystem II:!
! Group of several hundred pigment molecules (chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and!
! carotenoids) that absorb the energy of light!
• Photosystem I:!
! Group of several hundred pigment molecules (chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and!
! carotenoids) that absorb the energy of light!
• Electron Transport Chain:!
! Group of protein/enzyme molecules that can pass a high energy electron (e-) !
! along a pathway.!
! There are 2 electron transport chains, one associated with each photosystem.!
• ATP Synthase:!
! Protein molecule that is able to channel protons across the membrane.!
! It is also an enzyme that can convert ADP to ATP.!
• Water-splitting enzyme:!
! Enzyme that can split water into H+ ions (protons) and O2!
• NADP+:!
! Carrier molecule for high-energy electrons.!
! NADP+ can carry two high energy electrons.!
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! ! NADP+ + 2 high energy e- + H+ —> NADPH!!
Light Independent Reactions: Calvin Cycle!
Uses the energy stored in ATP and NADPH (which can only store energy for a few 
minutes) to produce carbohydrates (which can store energy for a long time)!
Where does it occur? In the stroma!
Six carbon dioxide molecules are required to produce 1 glucose molecule.!
ADP and NADP are also produced during this cycle, and they are fed back into the light 





















4. What form of energy is produced through the process of photosynthesis?  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Field Trip Activities!
Biology     Name ____________________________________ 
Photosynthesis Lab - Elodea & Bromothymol Blue Period __________Date_______________ !
Background: 
In this lab, you will investigate the process of photosynthesis.  More specifically, you will learn 
how the type of plant affects photosynthesis.  In order to do this, you will use a water plant and a 
land plant and the chemical Bromothymol Blue (which acts as an indicator to show if 
photosynthesis is occurring).  Bromothymol blue works because it is able to detect the presence 
of CO2 (needed for photosynthesis) and O2 (released during photosynthesis) in solution. !
In a test tube, you will see that: 
• bromothymol blue  +  CO2  =  green/yellow color 
• bromothymol blue  +  O2  =  blue color 
Equation: 






If concentrated bromothymol blue (BTB liquid) is available, dilute with water (distilled works 
best) and test the concentration by adding 10 ml of your BTB solution to 15 ml water and 
bubbling one lung full of air through a straw into the water.  It should turn greenish. (If it stays 
blue, the BTB is too concentrated; if it turns yellow, the BTB is too diluted.)  Adjust your 
solution as necessary and place in dropper bottles for lab teams to use.  !
Procedure: 
1. Pour 75 mL of water into a 250 mL beaker. !
2. Add 2 mL of bromothymol blue to the water.  It should be a blue solution. !
3. Using a straw, GENTLY blow into the solution causing it to bubble for approximately 1 
minute. !
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4. Label 3 large test tubes: 1, 2, & 3 
• Tube 1 will be the control (no plant) 
• Tube 2 will be the water plant 
• Tube 3 will be the land plant !
5. Pour 25 mL of the bromothymol blue + water solution into each of the three test tubes. !
6. Cover Tube 1 with tin foil (there is no plant in Tube 1) and place it in the test tube rack !
7. Add equal amounts of water plant and land plant to test tubes 2 and 3. Add these test tubes to 
the rack. !
9. Place the entire test tube rack in the sun and allow to sit for 1 hour. Answer the pre-lab 
questions while waiting. !
Tube 1        Tube 2         Tube 3 
!
No Plant  Water Plant         Land Plant 
           !!!
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Pre-Lab Questions: 
1. Predict what will happen to the color of the solution when you blow into the straw (causing 






2. Predict what color Tube 1 will be after the experiment. __________________ 
3. Predict what color Tube 2 will be after the experiment. __________________ 
4. Predict what color Tube 3 will be after the experiment.  __________________ 
!
Results: Record your results in the table below. !
!!















5. What color does the bromothymol blue solution turn after you exhale into it? ____________ 
Explain your answer. 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 












9. What is the purpose of the control?  
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
10. Compare the water plant to the land plant.  How do you account  for any differences in color?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
11. What gas (or gases) can bromothymol blue serve as an indicator for? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
12. What gas do you exhale?  _________________________ 
13. What gas do plants give off? _________________________  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Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Photosynthesis Comparisons!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will test and design their own 
photosynthesis experiment, testing a variable other than plant type. 
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 5.1b Plant cells and some one-celled organisms contain chloroplasts, the site of 
photosynthesis. The process of photosynthesis uses solar energy to combine the 
inorganic molecules carbon dioxide and water into energy-rich organic compounds 
(e.g., glucose) and release oxygen to the environment.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will determine how variables of photosynthesis effect the process. 
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Various depending on what variable students decide to test.
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will design their own experiment to test a variable, other than plant type, on 
photosynthesis rate. Other possible variables that could effect photosynthesis are 
heat, light amount, light type, water, chemical pollutants, etc. (Elaborate)!
• Students will present their findings to the class through the multimedia they choose 
(PPT, prezi, construction paper, etc). Students will be provided rubrics to determine 
what information needs to be included (Evaluate) (Contant, 2014)
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Students may work in groups so students with variable skills will work together. The 
experiment design is laid out for students to collaborate from. Teacher assistance is 
always available to students.
Language demands and language supports:      !
Photosynthesis, ATP, NADPH, chloroplast, water, carbon dioxide
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Teacher observations of student groups and 
presentation design.!








0:00-45:00 Finish lab and create presentation!
Day 3!
0:00-45:00 Present lab information to class!
!
!
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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!
Biology     Name ____________________________________ 
Photosynthesis Inquiry Lab   Period __________Date_______________ !
Background: 
In this lab, you will investigate the process of photosynthesis.  More specifically, you test your 
own variable that influences photosynthesis. Possible variables include light type, light amount, 
chemical pollutants, etc. DO NOT test plant type, as that was already tested during the field trip. 
You will have up to three test tubes and various other materials to use for this experiment. !
Set Up: 
Independent Variable (What you are changing): ______________________________________ 
Dependent Variable (What you are measuring): ______________________________________ 
Control Variables (What is remaining the same): _____________________________________ !


















Tube 1        Tube 2         Tube 3 
Indicate what will be located in each of the three test tubes 
           !!
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each step of 
the procedure. 
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necessary
Could decipher 

















































Field Trip 10: Baker Brook Dairy, LLC.!!
Location:!
! 3512 East Main St.!
! Attica, NY 14011!!
Cost/Requirements:!
• Free to students and chaperones!
• Allergy concerns for students who are allergic to hay or dairy!!
Field Trip Description:!
• Upon arrival students will begin by entering the upstairs parlor "viewing area" to watch 
cows get milked.  Sixteen hundred cows are milked 3x a day in a "Dairy Master" rotary 
milking system (It looks like a big merry-go-round).  Forty cows are milked at a time, 
and it takes 7 hours to complete one milking cycle.  From the time a cow gets on and 
gets off it is one full revolution and takes 12 minutes. This is followed by one hour of 
washing down and cleaning the milking area.  This goes on 24 hours a day, so the 
farm tells people it's like a hospital... "the lights are never turned off."  The parlor was 
designed SPECIFICALLY for this farm and manufactured in Ireland.  It was shipped by 
boat, and upon arrival in NYC several trucks were waiting for it to load and deliver 
right to the farm.  When the parlor arrived here, a team of men worked for one month 
to assemble it. !
• Next, students would come down from the viewing area and into the milk house.  
There they would see two 8,000 gallon stainless steel refrigerated milk tanks.  At each 
milking the milk is immediately pumped and cooled to 38 degrees in these tanks.  A 
milk truck comes 2x a day to pick up milk.  The loads the truck drives away with are 
generally 55,000 to 70,000 pounds.  All of the milk is sent to Sorrento in Buffalo and 
made into cheese.  !
• Upon leaving the parlor and milk house area, students would proceed to one of the 
main barns.  Each barn is 110' wide by 725' long.  The students will be allowed to walk 
the length of the barn, get "up close and personal" with the cows, and take pictures.  
Cows tend to be timid, but are very curious.  If you put your hand out, they will sniff.  If 
a cow decides she trusts you, she may decide to lick your hand and a student would 
find out that a cows tongue feels like sandpaper.  The cows are all "bedded" on sand.  
In the past the farm has used straw, newspaper, and sawdust.  Sand has proved to be 
the most comfortable, and as the saying goes.... "Content cows give sweet milk!"!
• On to the Maternity pen.  In the maternity area the farm usually has between 20 to 30 
moms-to-be that are resting until their due date.  The computer system keeps track of 
all of the breeding and birthing records.  This allows the farm to know which number 
(they wear a number ear tag) cows are getting close to their due date.  They are 
removed from the herd several weeks in advance to get ready to have their calf.    !
• Finally, the group will be taken out back to look at the heifer barn.  Lot of people don't 
know the difference between a cow and a heifer, and it will be explained that a female 
cow is called a heifer until she has a calf, at which point she becomes a cow. It will be 
explained that a cow only gives milk if she's had a baby.... just like people. Therefore, 
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if the farm has an animal that has trouble getting pregnant after a long period of time, 
they have to sell her because she because will not make them any money.  The farm 
presently has about 130 heifers in their heifer barn.!
• Making the walk back to our starting point, students will be walking by an earthen 
storage that stores the manure.  This area is clay lined meeting all the requirements of 
the EPA.  The farm’s feed is stored on Maplewood road, so they wouldn't see that on 
the field trip. Feed is brought up three times a day. A typical cow eats about 100 
pounds of feed per day and drinks about 30 gallons of water per day. The farm has a 
cow nutritionist that creates the balance of corn, hay, soy and cornmeal that provides 
the healthiest diet for the cows.  !
• At the end of the tour, students will be given ice cream skippy cups for their 
enjoyment.!!
Objectives:!
• Students will be able to identify that an offspring obtains half its genetic material from 
its mother and half from its father!
• Students will be able to identify that offspring are not identical to either parent!
• Students will be able to describe why offspring resemble their parents!!
New York State Living Environment Content Standard Alignment:!
• 2.1e In sexually reproducing organisms, the new individual receives half of the genetic 
information from its mother (via the egg) and half from its father (via the sperm). 
Sexually produced offspring often resemble, but are not identical to, either of their 
parents.!
• 2.1j Offspring resemble their parents because they inherit similar genes that code for 
the production of proteins that form similar structures and perform similar functions.!
• 2.2a For thousands of years new varieties of cultivated plants and domestic animals 
have resulted from selective breeding for particular traits.!!!!!
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Pre-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Heredity!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will identify why offspring 
resemble their parents.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 2.1e In sexually reproducing organisms, the new individual receives half of the 
genetic information from its mother (via the egg) and half from its father (via the 
sperm). Sexually produced offspring often resemble, but are not identical to, either 
of their parents.!
• 2.1j Offspring resemble their parents because they inherit similar genes that code for 
the production of proteins that form similar structures and perform similar functions.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to identify that an offspring obtains half its genetic material 
from its mother and half from its father!
• Students will be able to identify that offspring are not identical to either parent!
• Students will be able to describe why offspring resemble their parents
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Pictures of baby animals and their parents, trait inventory worksheets, guided notes, 
exit ticket
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Pictures of baby animals with their parent animals will be mixed on the board. 
Students will identify which offspring goes with which parent. Students will identify 
how they know which animals match (Engage).!
• Students will complete a trait inventory about what traits they have and will compare 
these to the rest of the class (Explore).!
• Students will then complete guided notes about heredity (Explain).!
• Students will be assessed on their learning by completing an exit ticket that will be 
completed and collected before students leave the classroom (Evaluate)
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Notes are guided to support students who struggle with reading or writing. The trait 
inventory will show students results in numerical and graph format; students who 
struggle with reading will be supported through the graphical representation of the 
data. 
Language demands and language supports:      !









Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student observations throughout the trait activity !
• Formal Assessment: Exit ticket
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 












Heredity- the passing of traits from parent to offspring  
Genetics- the scientific study of heredity  
Mendel- is the father of heredity, scientist who discovered the principles of 
heredity  
Gene- the set of instructions for inherited traits. Basic unit of heredity  
Trait- genetically determined characteristics 
Sexual Reproduction 
Definition- male and female reproductive cells combine to form an offspring with 
genetic material from  
An offspring made from sexual reproduction can NEVER be identical to their 
parents, because it has genetic material from both mom and dad 
Asexual Reproduction 
Definition- produces one or more organisms that are IDENTICAL to itself. 
Example- amoeba 
Dominant vs. Recessive Traits 
Dominant Trait- is a gene that determine the phenotype (physical characteristics) of 
an individual 
Recessive Trait- a gene that is NOT expressed when combined with a dominant 
gene 
Codominance Trait- both versions of a gene are expressed equally 






















K- What I already know about 
dairy farming 
W- What I want to know about 
dairy farming
L- What I learned about dairy 
farming
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Post-Field Trip Lesson 1!
Grade Level: 9/10      !
Subject / Content area: Living Environment           !
Lesson Title: Selective Breeding!
Central Focus for the learning segment: Students will research what traits farmers 
selectively breed for. Students will identify the positives and negatives associated with 
selective breeding for farming.
Content Standard(s): NYS CCLS or Content Standards!
• 2.2a For thousands of years new varieties of cultivated plants and domestic animals 
have resulted from selective breeding for particular traits.
Learning Objectives:     !
• Students will be able to define selective breeding!
• Students will be able to describe the positives and negatives of selective breeding 
associated with farming
Instructional Resources and Materials to engage students in learning:      !
Selective breeding notes, research guideline/handout, computers or devices with 
internet access
Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks that support diverse student needs:!
• Students will begin by discussion what they thought of the field trip. The teacher will 
then direct the class to their thoughts about how heifers who are unable to provide 
calves are sold (Engage)!
• The teacher will then provide students with a handout about selective breeding and 
describe the process (Explain)!
• Students will brainstorm different traits that dairy farmers would choose to selectively 
breed for. Students will research the positive and negative associations of selective 
breeding, ideally specifically for dairy farming (Elaborate)!
• Students will hand in their research, which will be used as an evaluation piece 
(Evaluation)
Differentiation and planned universal supports:      !
Notes are guided to support students who struggle with reading or writing. Students 
may use grammer and spelling check while completing their handouts. 
Language demands and language supports:      !
Heredity, genes, offspring, dominant, recessive, trait
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Lesson Timeline:!
0:00-5:00 Field trip discussion directed towards calving and selling heifers who are 
unable to !
5:00-15:00 Discussion and informal notes about selective breeding!
15:00-45:00 Research about the positives and negatives of selective breeding on dairy 
farms 
Type of Student Assessments and what is being assessed:!
• Informal Assessment: Student discussions will be used to determine prior 
knowledge and any misconceptions!
• Formal Assessment: The research packet will be used as a formal 
assessment piece
Relevant theories and/or research best practices:      !
Contant, T.L., Bass, J.E., Carin, A.A. (2014). Teaching science through investigation 
and inquiry (12th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. 
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Selective Breeding  !
The process of breeding plants and animals for particular genetic traits.!
Parent organisms are bred by people to produce the desired traits in the next 
generation!
Domestic animals are commonly bred for various traits.!







Selective Breeding in Dairy Farming!
Name: __________________________________________!
!
For this activity, you will identify different traits that are desired when it comes to dairy 
farming. Using details and observations from the field trip as rational to defend why 
these are desired traits.!
!
















Using a computer or internet device, identify positives and negatives for selective 
breeding. If possible, identify specific positives and negatives in selective breeding as 
they relate to dairy farming.!
Write a conclusion whether or not you think it is beneficial to selectively breed on dairy 
farms. Support your stance with at least 3 positives and site these positives with data 















 When I first began researching ideas, I wanted to find a topic that was exciting and 
interesting to me. As a student, I had difficulty sitting in lecture settings and was often the 
student doodling in their notebook. As I continued to grow in my education, I realized that 
learning outside of the classroom was one of my favorite activities. As indicated in the research, 
field trips are some of the most memorable activities I have of my educational experience.  
 Limiting the field trips to Wyoming and Genesee Counties was an easy choice for me to 
make. Growing up in rural Wyoming County, individuals often say there is “nothing to do”. My 
goal for this project was proving exactly how much there was to do in the county not only for 
fun, but for educational opportunities. Students are able to learn throughout any environment 
they are in, whether it be suburban, rural, or urban. 
 Being familiar with the area, it was easy to select ten locations. After the selection 
process, discovering more information about each location was different in every case. Some of 
the locations had websites while others had very little information provided. Coming from a 
small town area, it was easy to come in contact with the owners or workers of such facilities and 
obtaining the necessary information for each field trip. Connecting these field trips with 
standards and exploring and creating the activities that would come before and after was the 
most fun aspect of this document. I was able to be as create as possible while still following the 
5E and research guidelines. Through the production of this document I have learned a great deal 
as well as promoted Wyoming and Genesee Counties. I am excited to share this document with 
my colleagues; especially those who live in the areas discussed.  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Discussion and Summary of Process 
 In the project titled Field Trips in Wyoming and Genesee Counties, New York, different 
field trip locations were researched as well as lessons and state objectives to go with each. After 
determining the importance and support of field trips through previously published literature, ten 
field trip locations from Wyoming and Genesee Counties, New York were identified. Each 
location was researched either through websites, email, or phone calls. A description of the field 
trips or tours they offer as well as accommodations, price, location, and any other necessary 
details were determined. 
 Next, each field trip was connected to New York State Living Environment Standards. 
The standards were used to create a pre-, during, and post-lesson module. Research supports pre-
lessons occurring to prior to field trips to provide students with background information and 
material. Students being familiar with what is going to occur on the field trip will allow them to 
be more focused on the standards and expectations of the location or educator. Each module 
follows the 5E method of teaching, as supported by the literature. Objectives and activities were 
designed specifically for each field trip and content standard. Each pre and post lesson contains 
central focus, objectives, activities, accommodations, language demands, materials, and 
assessments. Worksheets are provided throughout the project pertaining to each lesson. 
Assessments and accommodations were the last piece of the project to put together. Assessments 
were identified by looking at the lesson and determining if what students performed could be 
classified as an assessment or if an additional assessment needed to be created. Accommodations 
were also added at the end of each lesson. Often, classes are heterogenous in terms of the 
students they contain. Although additional accommodations may be necessary for specific 
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students in a class, each lesson includes general accommodations and differentiated parts of the 
lesson that allow all students to be successful. 
 The above field trips are able to be used by educators to instruct their students through 
out of classroom experiences. Each field trip has a pre, during, and post lesson template 
educators can use to help engage their students in the content and provide background to students 
prior to participating on the field trip. The continuation of material from before, during, and after 
each field trip will allow them to fit seamlessly in a unit or plan of study. Relating each field trip 
to content standards also gives educators rational for taking their students to each location. 
Students will be learning not only the content standards, but will be practicing communication 
skills as well as learning about the global community.  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